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-This study is part .of, a research program ~~~med at ·the establish-
ment. of a reasonable me'thocl. for ~the prediction of prestress 
.lo-sses in pp.e-!ensi.o~ed conqrete structural members. 
< 
• Forty specimens of the 7-wire stress-relieved strands 
of. tne special grade (~70 K) were. tested, under co-nstant length ·1 ' ,.. 
. 
' 
. . ~ 
. 
~.onditions, for a =dura.tion ~p to 444 days. ·The relaxation 
specimens repres·ented f;hree manufacturers·' two strand siz.es, _and 
'·five .initial· str'.esses. Conclusions are drawn as to the effect 
of each. of these parru:i,eters qn the relaxation loss·. · 
Through a. multiple regression analysis, exp_res~ions , 
·, · re.lating lo~ss t,o time and initial stress are a·eveloped. Two 
alternate expressio.ns may.:·be ··'used for the est·imation of ... l9ss 
f 
• • .. ~ 4 ! I during t;tie · initial period up to 5.00 ·aays ~ A predic-tion equation 
" 
CC••_), ~~ suggested for long-term projection, , and is applied for esti-. 
' 
. ' 
mating the ultimate las~ ·value at SO years. The long-term' 
nature of. ·relaxation is pointed- out·,· and predicted ~!ti.mate· ·1oss 
.. . . H , . 
. . •. .,,.,r . 
) 
. 
value·s, for different.·.conditi0.ns~ are given.· 
,, 
· Also included in this thesis is a review of ··-earlier· 
-----
. -·- . 
~ 
researc-hes on .relaxa.tion of p~estressing steei'. -~nd summary. of 
' ' 
" - . 
·. relevant provisions in several .f or~ign ·and, United States des:ign 
4 codes. . 
\\ . ' 
' - .- \. 
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th~ late nj.neteen thirties. Mally engi11eering and .. ·econom.ica.·1 I 
., .... -
. 
. . advantages of prestressed · -~oncrete over ·conven~ional re~nforc_e¢1 
-?"- --
...,_- . ------
~--- --- ---concrete were quickly r_~cqgnized, ··most· -impO]?~~pt .. h-i-gner resist-/ . . ' 










' and the greater d,egree of freedom for' the. de~igner. These and -- t 
, 
, .. -~· 
,J , 
·,,. other advantages accelerated the, use of "pre.stressed .concrete in _ -
. 
. \ ,· ./ ·rrfany areas of Civil Engineering practice, particular!~ in' the 
:.1- ' 
, 
_·:-construction ·.of_ high~ay bridges. Linear prestressing in th~ 
. . 
. . ' 





United .States- lagged beh:i.nd :that of many Eur9pean countries. r·t 
did n~t begin un1til 1949, when· constr1:1ction · of the famed Phila-
. 
. . ~3 delphia WalIAut Lane Bridg·e was begun. . ~-
. 
' 
Since then, the use of 
~-
· prestres~e_d concrete in bridge constrµction has become .very popu- · -
i 
~ As of the mentioned writing, ·over two 
. ' 
thousand prestres~ed con·crete highway bridges alone,-. were 
authorized by the;! u-~ s··. B~reau o_f Pµblic. R~ads, during the years. 
1957 to 1960. The/State of-Pennsylvania .. leads all the states·in· 
the nation for the·,1 numbe_r'. of ·pre~·tresSed concrete bridges 
·constructed. 
--------.. I y. 
' 
I . • • . 
~- .. In the . analysis. 'and 'des'igri ,O·.f pre_stressed~c.oncre-t;e ' .·. 
- --·--·- r . 
-stru~tures, a . reasonable estimation of the !.pres tress -- lo$ses is -of· . \ . 
. 
. ' . . . . 
. . ~ . 
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' . 
. . tl1e- utmost importance.·. 'Many factors·.contribute to. the·, loss_ :of. 
I. 
. ... :'" '·,:, ·;·; ·, 
...... :. 
- ~ . 
- .... ·: PI.'estre~-~--- __ FQ;t:" _pre~tensioned . lllembers, the. losses due -to elaStic--"-,- --- _--'-~--·------.....:........,~~." --.r--, -
'· 
shortening of the member, ·shrinkage land· creep: of con~rete, and .- ' ~ 1;1_ ·- •• - ' • .;; • ' ... 
·• 




'· ·· the relaxation of steel.· are -the. four. maj-or sources. ·· · · 
q 
·1 . While elastic shorten.ing occurs· imi;nediately. upon 
------- . ' ' '· .·. -~ . . 




., •• •" . • • • ,· .-•; .- . ' 
. 




. shrinkage and· creep are.l.ong-term, time-dependent phenome11a. The· • I 
• ' • 
·1os·s· of l~qµids due to a·rying o.r chemical reactions causes s_hort-
. ·.·· ·.·:: , .· · · ·. :', · ... ening of thE! ~ember \qhich is kn~wn as _shrinkage·. . Creep refers to 
,-:. the continued deformation' .·of concrete· dtie . to sustain~d external •, •. - :'.•. ,• .· ·,,. 
' ' l ,, 
. ·r 
•. ·, .. · .. 
/ 




) loading': ... _, R·f=!laxation-, ·on .'the othe_r hand, r~presents the . decre.ase . 
' . 
.. . .,;; -: of stress in steel under "~onstant strain. This definitipn, how-, 
' . . 
. .•
ever, .. 'i~ not strictly ~pplicable to a prestressed eoncrete m~m.ber,. r - ... ,. 
where stress as.,well as strain tend' to decrease. 
Conaidering the--four major .. factors, a general ·expres-
(f 
. sion may be written fo·r the estimation .of ·p~estr_ess losses, as 
I reconunended by the ACI-ASCE Joint Conunittee1 ·anq. AASH0 2- . 
' . 
ii-----
·< ·1rf6 =·(es + ee + ec) E6 + 61 . fi 
-· ..... 
In the above· equation, 11Ys represents the loss of pres treas, f i . 
.. . 
. 





cpncrete·due to shrinkage, elastic shortening, and creep respec-
. 'tively ~ 'and 62 'is the percentage loss of steel stress due to 
. . ) 
. . 
.• -,.,,·· ; ·o·_'. 
. 
-· . ,· . 
.. r· . 
' ,. 
.. · . ..,._ ' 
' >- • 
~- -relaxation. These r~commendat]:9ns, ·however,. were silent .. concern-". · • . • I ,· 
-- --------.-· 
,------------- .c-' '·.o 
ing the values of ee' e8; ec ~d 6l. InstE!ad~ __ .. ~ 0,luinp- sum loss 4. 
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'. '_ · .mak-iilg- detailed es1;imates of· each one of these parameters.. · ' · · 
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·stand~,rd pre-tensiol)ed highway bridge member: is 1based on' a total_:_ _______ , -· 
' . 
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(I.J:0,000 psi) for I-beams. - For beruns not covered .by the standard,. 
• 
· the following expression,' sugges.,tecl -by the U. s·. Bureau_ of Public · 
.. Roaas·,30 is used 
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Af ~-6000 + 16 f. + o.oq f. 
- s ' cs J.. 
.!-
,: 
"1" • ,::_. 
f = initial stress in cohcre·te at the. level of , 
cs' 
centroid of steel ~ . 
.. 




... : . 
• 
· In the above expression, the 6000 represents the effect 
'. 
.. 
of shrinkage. The term 16 f' I can 
~ cs 
be split into two pa·rts, 5 f 
cs 
-
accounting for the effect of elastic shortening, and 11 f repre-
CS· 
sei;iting the creep loss. The last term O. 04 f . takes care '.of, the . 
.-~ S1 · 
relaxation loss.· It should be po~nt~d out that the above -formula 
. 
. 
is based oh a ,shriiikage strain of 0~002, a s·tee1..:1:o-concrete 
' 
' . 
modular -ration of 5, a creep , factor o'f . 2. '2, 'and a relaxation l_oss 
~ 
· . It follows ·,that at .the·-pres~nt ti_me, the .'l~:stimation· of· 
r, 
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' . ' 
· · of the p .. restress. loss~- - ·- ' ·. ··. "· .. So, in a~ efforf to· ···establish a more:· r~a-
. '" 
.. _ sonable ·basis· ~fol': the prediction o,f prestress · -lo~.ses ·in ·pre- - - ..... ...,. -1 ~ . . ·- . 
·. > ·,tensioned concrete memb~r, a research project· was ,initiated -in 1• 
., , 





Laboratory at ·Lehigh.University, under the joint sponsorship ·of· 
the Penp.sylvania n'epartment of Highways and · the U. 8.. Bureau of 
Public Roads. 











Tb.e objective of ·this research project is to arrive at 
. · a rational- basis for the prediction, of prestress losses in pre-
tensioned highway bridge members use~ in Pennsylvania:... Loss ex-
1. 
' •. 
pressions are to ~e establisheq, and prediction fo-~ulae will be_ . 
suggeste~. For thi~ pu~pose the major contribut'ioris to- pre:stre.ss 
loss· are separ.ated from one· another to __ .tlie extent _possible. --··. 
' ' ' 
' The concrete losses (elastic.·short~ning, _creep, and· 
~ 
shrinkage) µre studied in a separate phase. of this proj.ect. A 
•, preliminary investigation compared the overall characte~istics or 
, ' 
I • , • conc·retes from several pres tressing plants •. In .the main .. study, ' ,; • • • I 
', 
- - two concrete mixes were used and the effects' of initial concre'te 






, ... -stress~ ~ount .of longitud·i~~~ · steel, ·an<;] .stress gradient.· were· 
. · · · .~nvestigated. Expressions· for the evaluation of· these ·1osses- 'were 
' ' -
.. ·:-- .... 
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· mental data· will be· pe~formed ,· in-· o·rd~_:r to moctify or confirm,·, 
e,·::· . 
. . ~- ' earlier findings.·. 
.- ..... 
.J • 





·:·The specific objectives ·of the_ relaxation inves.tigatiC>~J;; · .: 
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. T.o deve~op ~ func;!tiona~ expression . f~r estimati-ng 
the relaxation loss of- prestress during ·the first 
I . 




2. ·To· establish -~ predicti-on formula .. which estimates 
\ 
'' 
'i < • 




the ultimate .relaxation loss· over the lifetime' bf , .. -·:.<,:/::.-' ; :-'... ,./-
•·• 7"!:" •• .. 
the member·'·".·'(say··. fifty years) ~ 
. ,-:_, ,~:::.··· ::·~. . 
. ···...-,. 
'I 
To determine. the ... ;,feasib.ility ·of predicting long---· -· ----· ____________ .,....... . . ' • . . . 
.•. ""· '\ 
' . •' . l'.i.. 
~ ,;,. term pr~stress. loss ·from short-time data 
·' 
.·.·:""-:.--' '-;- ,---:-: 
{100- haurs -· fourteen days) . 
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'- , .. : .. 
The plastic _ ,flow of· steel unde~ high _stres~, and con- · · ___  
: ..... -· .: _:: .... :' ·versely ~t.s tendency· 'to l~_se. stress when sub.je-eted to'. high strain~ . ,· . '·' . . . '~- . . -· . ' . . ... 
·_._ · · ·bas been: reported by the French Profes.sor Vic~t3 1 ·as early as 183'-I-. ) ~ 
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. .. . . " .,... . ··the ·relaxation of. steel be9ame a significant· factor _influenc.ing _ · -· .. · '• ., . 





' , r" . ..: • 
· 22 blem·were Redonne±.iri France 
. -· • .• 
• t (191.J.3) , and Magne1. in B~lgium1·a· ~. ~·. 
. , 
~··---.. 
. ~' . . . . 
• - : ' ,. > .• ~': _ _.;'. , . 
. . 
-:-:--- ' (1~·44) .· ,·. . .. 




.  . 
~,J 
i . Early in. 1946 Ros-carried out· :r,ela.xation and creep tests , 
.. 
_ on high strength cold-d:Pawn wire.s 3. 2 mm in diameter'. He compared 
• J 
the increase .. of deformation under const~nt stress (creep), with · . , ;,..,,._ .. 




to him, the percentage de9.reas·e· ~rf ·stress unde.r constant length 




. . . 17 
· In 1948, Pr(?fess·or Magnel reported the results of his #'' . . . 
relaxation tests. Cold-drawn wires 5 mm in d-iame,.te.r were tested 
_Jlt _an initial stress 0~ 123,000 p~i (57% of the tensile 'strength). ·, 
. ' The lo.ss in stress occurred mainly duri.ng the .first few hours, and 
·~ 
. : was ·comp,l:e'ted within a period· of . twelve days ~ " Tqe total loss ... was 
.,. 
• 
-~-- --- -~. 
·' 
-·------ ---· 
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. - ' ............. ,~ 
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. He also reported th·a,t the loss decreased to -I.I-· percent,. 
•. 
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. -""'' ,, 
maintairied_:for- -two~ minutes be.fore being lowered -to 12'3, QOO psi. -




. 'te¢hniqu_e for relaxation cop.trol: 
~.• I 









. . -- -. a -- . - - . -- . - . .... 
-_ -In. England, C~ark and Walley (1~5_3).- cqonducted -t~sts- --~-~-~-~~-~-~~~-
-· 
- - - - - -· -~-_:_-~- ---.-- -
J • "-· - :.under' a constant length condit:iop. -Gravitational· loads. were . -I . 
• <i '\ I 





.initial· stress in the wire,.. These weights were · then removed as -
. requit-ed i,~ or'd~r to maintain the · constant length.. _.•The. if esti- .. '1, .. - • .• - - 1.' 
. . . ' 
r· . 
gafo.rs:·found-tha_t···the. relaxation ended after i·~OOO ·hours. They·_ -~ . ' ~ . . . . . . . ., ... - . 
~lso· obs-erv~d that relaxati-on loss,- inc~eased wi-th · increasing 
' 
. -(J 
- _. ·_initial stress for levels higher. than Ll-0 percent of -the o'.1 per-' ' 




About tbe same period of- time, G .. T. Spare published -, 
- · · . ·. as _ a7 • a number_ of papers ~ . in the United St.ates dealing with the 






strated that -stress-r~lieved wires showed· improv·ea rela~at:i:.on I ·--· 
--------· char~cteristic~----~nd suffered less loss as compared to the cold-
- ' ., 
~ -
,,, d.rawn wires, within the- practical. -range of initial stresses. _ ·For -
' 
- -
stress-relieved ·material at 700/o of tensile·· ultimate st~e·ngth some 
-
-80 p~rcent of the. 1,000 ,·hour ' loss oc~urred in the ' first 100 hours. 
After .. 1,009 _hours, _the rate of relaxation loss became exceedingly-
-, 
~ - "------- - ~-
' . 
_c::.-- ' 
. . -·-··. 
. -· 
---. 
-- _ small,.~ and. ~ould be :ignored for practical purposes • 












- _ . - - - .- -Schwier ·_ in 19.55 _ conf'inned Sp~r~'~---__:~oncl~~ions cQn-.. ., 'y 
l----- . 
. 
. cel'ritiii · th; superiority of· stress-relieved material: for initial · · \ 
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. s.tress up to 75% :.of ··the ultimate tensile ·strength. ~<;>Yleve·r,. a · ... · . ~ ·" ' ' 
.. . 
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Papsdorf and Schwie.r21 Carrie'd,,,9ut ex1:ellsive I'~lax<ltion and creep 
. 
' ...... :, . 
. 
_tests later, and. in 1958 reporte·c1 their results venturing some 
, 
. ' 
· long-·term pr~>'jectio~s. · TI:te · test results s~oweq·- ciea;ly ~tllat tµe·- - --~--------







-from their curves to 10 hou~s (approximc;1te.1y· :1111- years) . indica~ed . 
·. . . 
' . .. \ . 
. .•' 
. '. 
v·ery 11 high pe~centages o·f . st_r'ess 
·- ! , .. ~ • 
-~ -stres.ses. [ e ~ g. for an .i.nit-ial 






- 2 '' 
- . 
st.ress of, 165 kg/mm · .. · (230 ksi) , 
0 85% of tensile ult:(.mate ·strength of the -lJ nun as~drawn wire~ us·ed 
' . :, -
_ in the test, their curve anticip~tes. a· tot~l loss of 21. ~fe of . 
·. 
~:~-~- ) 










. ,. s . ·:" -~ 
'" Everling c~nfirmed the conclusions already stated about 
I . 
' the relaxation behavior of stress-relieved wires and strands as 
'.1 
related to t~~ applied. initial· stress. He also found the· re·laxa.,. 
tion loss to. be dependent on the speed of loading. Slower loading_ 




Report N~. 111- of C. U.R. (The Putch Cr.nnmi.ttee· pf 
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· which also showed that stress-relieved) strands demonstrate higher 
· ·1osses at very high r'anges. ·of ·initial stress. 
16 
_. A new teclmique was used by McLean and Siess ··.for mea- -~ 
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. ·1 ~- · . With help of available, calibration curves~ 'the' stress· ·correspond- . . .. .. I . 
.- . . . ··. . . . . . . . . . . . . . , . . , ·. '· _} 
····: .. -·'. !..,----;---·-::--·~~~-... ··.--..:·-fng····to-tlie-·r-esomuft'-freque:ncy WhiCh .. ~iS. ·th~····.~cttiaI···stt'E!SS~:in-·tb.;;;~--~---... ·-... -~·7·-,-- •' 




·.wire, was calculate<!.· . This method yit:!lds high accu~·acy·: .. ··in 
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• • • • : . • 1 •• ' • • 11 - · • 'I · • . ' 1 , • 
· J;)r. Ing.--s-;· Kajfasz . of Poland· pepformed a number o~ · •• , ....... ~ ........... f ., 
. . ' 
.. • 
•, 
.--· ______ ,· ___ .. -- -·-------··- . 
. -- --- ·-·- --~-- .,-~ .- -- . ·----a.,.--,---.--,- .. 
,> 
· . re-laxation tests .. on single arid _twin-twiste~ prestre~sin& wires _, 
. . .. ·' ··..,·· - .. ", .. . ... .. '• . . .. ""'. . . . 
. ,, 
•. 
. ; . 
. '• (. --.···: 
, ... ·. · ~(1958) • , . Base.d on a statistical analysis, Kajf ~~z obtained a 
.,, 
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Afr .= relaxation iil stress_ ~its (kg/nun2 ) 
.... 
. t· time • minutes at which first reading o. .•• - in 0 
), ' 




."·. •. ~ . 
was made 
-~· 
~.-..... : C = a parameter· depending upon the ratio of initial 




Kajfasz suggested a linear relationship for C: 
j • 
f. -
.C = 2.lJl Cf") - .lo39S 
... ,• y. 
..- I' • 
-- ..,... . 
•.; ·.,.,_ ... "'." . 
~ lnc"luding the re'laxation l·os·s prior to 'the first.· ~ead~ •"I -. . . ·.;.; • • !. •••· 
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··• I ~ . . . . .• . . . ' ' ' . 0' . . . . 
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-- level ·of· 0. 58 f , C ··= CJ .and. fl.f. =· IJ,f ·. · ·_indicating negligible. ~ .. · . 




. ·~ ' .. . .. 
. . . :. relaxation -loss. ---- --- --·-- ---· ·.--· ------· 
_, 
'• • • I 
stlls.si·aa in ·1959 dev·eloped a ,"law of long-term rela~a-
~ 
' 
·tion" using experimental results obtained from relaxation tests 
. performed on cold-d·rawn wires, . 7 mm in diameter and -with ini ti.al 
stresses varying from 60 ~_!Q 7 5% of the· ul tima t·e s·trength. · His 
study showed cle·arly, that the higher the initial stres·s, the 
. higher· will be the. prestress T loss. Wi'th ~emaining stress arter · · ·· 
reiaxation plotted ag·ainst'· lt:>garithm of' time, it was found that .. 
• 
. 
. . I 
· all curves contained, a poii:it of_· inflection beyond which· time, the · 
decreasi~g stress asymptoticaliy approached a·common lower limit. 
. r, , • 




the kind of wires he was _using, this limit cam~ out to be 0.53 o·f, -- · 
·-., 
the· ultimate,strength, lying.somewhere near the proportional 
·· elast.ic iimi t at O. 01 percent off set. From a practical· poin-t of .. 
. '"--~ view, it would not-. be reasonabl,e to prestr~ss ·_ the tensioning steel 
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comment on th~ foregoing.study of Professor Stuss1 was 
' . : . . . . . . ·. ,., . ,. as : . ' 
The Dutch Committee {B·etons-taal) in 19~0. • . The 
;, 
.l ~ 
. ..._ ... I . , • ' . , •-. '" . • • • ,, • ' ·, ~ 
.. \ 
. , . Sf 
validity of· Stussi 's "R.elaxation Law" and. the material constant- a . 
,, r, 
~· a - . . . . .. 
\ 
was seriously question~d.· T:he Committee npted that the- fo~mul.a 
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.,,-,.~ 
• j --~, .1 .. 
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. . . .. . d:erived by Stussi di.d not agree with a number· of e·arlier relaxa- ·.: :_,.;. . •·. ~ ' .. 
' , ., 
. 
' : · ,, __ ,--··-· ·-;·::-:~---.3:-:·,~i-:~: .. -ti9n ·curves. . It questioned. ·further. the method· of .. extrapolatio11 
' , ' ' 
.· . '' .. -
. (; ll, 
• '4. (:··. ' . ' . • ~ 
. . .. 
· . · · ;· ... · : · .. : .. u~ed by Stussi, and_ contended that the value a , even if _it .were · ·. 
. .• ' ~ 
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. · Around this time . the ·ACI-ASCE Joint Corrimittee1 ·323. gave . _. 
' 
' I 




-· ~ . the part &1 fi reJ?resented the loss due to relaxation of stee~ . 
Although sound in .~principle, the_ ACI-ASCE expression did not pro- ... 
yide any suggestions ~n the. estimation of the concrete strains, 
.i 
nor the relaxati:on percentage. 6i. I 
An interesting inv.estigation .by Kingham; Fisher and · 




research program. .Indoor relaxation tests of 20 specimens were 
' . 
. '
_reported·. '. . Pres tressing cables made 
1
up of parallel O .19 2-in. wires, ~\ 
. 
, . . and 7~wir.e strands 3/8-in. in. diameter were used. . The dura'tion or 
-·. .. 
/--~. 
- their tests varied from 1,000 to 9,000 hours. Three basic re-
. quirements underlined the mathematical model used. 
. , . 
; ·.· ' _; 
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---1. · At time t = o · the stress loss Af; = o. 
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, The· foI'lllula ·suggested was:, ··. 
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·Observing· the approximately_ linear relationship between 
. log Afr Wld l~gt, the faCtor (1 -e -tfal was ~eplaced by t/a~ Thlls 
I ·1 ~ 
.J 
" -
,. ' .-.. ... ;. 
~- .. · 
. ,· the formula was :·transformed. into: t., . , 
I , .... ;~• 
:.1. •• 
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in which • ;;. . .· ; .. ' .. :,_-;···:. 
' . :":.l • ·- ., --· ' 
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. ,• " 
-Af = relaxation·stress loss at time t 
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= initial stress 
. lL 
- .,, . 
-r-C - --· • - • 
= ultimate strength of stee~ 
~- · t· == time from application of initial stress; in hours. . . t,r _,.P,.. 
g, d, b = constants determined by regression analysis.· For 
. 
~. C. 
. ~ ... - the strand the valu~s of g, b, and·d were 0.0488, 0.274 and 5.04 
r 
respectively. The authors recommended that their equation be~. 
used up· to 9,000 hours, representing_ t~e upper:. ~imit of their test 
· data. No information on ultimate loss was provided. 
' 
- . \ 
' 
·~ In '_1963 a study was' made -by Ga]1ill and Branch 4 ·on relaxa- ' ' .. 
... ....... : 
.... " 
tion.:o:t a· new wire· produ.ct., the '~stabiliz~d wir~s". · A new method 
..... ,, ..... ' L.. 
of extrapolation was used based. on establi_shed linear re·latiC?nshiJ.:! 
. . . - . . " 
. 





- • •• ' ~ • ' , 
.• 
.between ·"log strain and ·1og time. For ·this ,kind of· extrapolation~ 
----- --· \. ' . . . . 
'• ' 
' t ......... :, .. ' . one would ·have to determine ·the load loss ··rate at ·1 hour and -.the·· . ..• 
. . I.. 
r - : 
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.... . -... 
t>.-'. ;· 
. s.uffered less loss· than a stress-relieved . strand. · I . 
" . 
, . w.,-
' An extensive investigat.ion · on .this subject was carried . ' . ! • 
~. 
out at the University of Illinois during the early ·1960 1 s •.. 
. 
-
Magura, Sozen, ,and Siess 19 rJported their results j,n·l96lt-, to- (. ~· 
.·~-·. get~er_ with an extensive review of work done by previous re-
.-
, 
searchers. The · ob·ject of their inveift.igation was to study the i ~ 
' .. 
. ' 
effects of time-~· level ·of initial. stress, type of wire, and pre~· · 
~ ' 
. . . 
. stretching on the relaxation loss of prestressirtg wire. The 




to time and initial stress.· The expression is:· 
,,. . 
f 
·S .1 . log ·.t· 
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, .. P 
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, .. :_. 
, 
' f 8 =·the. remaining stre:ss _at ~·-time after prestressing 
I 
. 
. f. '= ini:ti.al . stress at release 1 
t·. ~ time, in hours 
\,~ .lol 
.-.fy~ = yield _ strength . 
-·· 
- ; 
· .. : -,~ 
.. 
~." 
----_ ____...;..'. ' 
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In the usage of the above formulation, the· loss- occurring 
• • • • t 
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. . )' .~ _ - , '-b~fore . release should be. ··Subtracted _from. the total . ~~S_tf pred1cted, .• 
.--,-------;--~---·---- ------- ------·--- --··-------·-·-···-·- _________________ .... ---··· ------ ----~--- --- -- --- ------------· ____ ..:.._ _____ . · ___ .. ------~ __ ,._---,'-· ,_· __ ___,_ wi-th-£·:---~ake'fi'-as··the effective stress at release. 
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. . - : . . 
. . The autho~.s .-stated that it· is not· ~trictly justifiab~e · -
. ·.to ··p~o:ject· .the coh~lu~ions .from their test to longer ··durations 
and different conditions. K--. · Preston' of· G F & .1· Steel C1orporation 
sugg~sted rearranging the pr,evious equation· to evaluate direct.ly 






.Af. •..;..· .log t 
"' r. - ,10 
f. 
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' ' 
-·· ./lf .,==_stress· loss due to relaxation t hours after - .. r . 
r • -
.. initial str~·tching. ·~ 
" 
Preston ;:J.lso pointed out that to account· -for the strain variation 
' . 




. fo~egoing formula sh9µ.ld be applied to small·increments of time. 
·It is suggested that at least ·three\:f:ime increments be used: .~ 
w 
namely, initial stretchi~g to transfer, from transfer until 
applicat-ion of permanent load, and ~j.nally ti:11 the.~end of· the.-
service life of the member. 
. ... 
,. In a paper p~esente.¢1 before· th~ Australian Institution 
• 
of· Engineers in 1965, J .. M .. Antill'3 reviewed· earlier · :researches on 
. . . 
· relaxation and .. included ·a number .of -9o;nclusions and. suggestion~~-.... 
Contrary to earlier concept-ion~, the rf?_!J!Xation loss~ at_ 1,000 
. . 
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Of reiaxa"tion inc.reases · rapidly with. -i::emperatµres above 20° C. · 
. ' . 
..... --- .. , .. -----····· --···-, -·-- ------ --·-
. 
. - . . loss · may · be · considered neglibible for practiqal purposes ~ · . He also- ~ ·· ·· .) -




,' :asserted that. a .high degree of ·-accur~cy· in the .estimation of loss 
-values i~ -not war~nted',- ,si-nc_e the quantity of practical signifi-
: ., . 
. - ::--....-.:..: .. __ • • . - - - - I 
,-,__ I , 
.---, 
cance is the residual stress remaining in the tendon. r 
. "" 1· 
A five-yea~ i.nvestigation was carried out, at the Univer- . -.~. 
sity of New South Wales in Australia. A. J .. ·Carmichael~ reported··.-. 
. s -~-
in 1965 :the· ,results of this -study. The test resul.ts showed that 
-, 
·the. stress relaxation continued, far beyond 1,000 hours. The ratio 
- t 
of stress loss at 10,000 · hours to that at 1,000 hours was 1 ~ 31.J for 
. --------
. ~ ... 
-,, 
.o ~ 161-i·n. diameter· wlres, ~nd 1. 40 for O. 200-in. ·a,iamete'.t' wires. 
. . 
Further work has indicated the average stress loss: at 5~,·poo -
..• ·-
. hours to be 1 .. 6. times the stress loss at 1,000 hours. . An 
. . 
equation. bas~d -on basic creep laws was developed ·and .. s.uggested as 
I:, 
a promising prediction equation. 
" 
Also, the ~quation suggested by 
.• J 
Magura, Sozen, and Siess .seemed to ··be satisfactory ·up to l,_000 .,,.. 
hours. Q, • 
.,.. 8 -
Engberg. of Sweden reported in 1966 that -his tes,t 
.. 
··~-.. _ .. ' 
. 1 -
" 
-- ··results ·showed the- stress relaxation to· be a· linear function of 
the logarithm ·of· the testing time. The total rela*·ation after 
foQr y~ars was 9. 5 percent for · the preloaded wire,- an_d 10. 25 
- I 
. . 
· percent. for the wire tested_ as 'delive·red. - By linear ·extrapolation, 
. . 
' 
it _was·, found. t.hat · tlie tw9 curves correSJ?O.nding 1.:,0:- t~ese test ,,specj- ~~ : _,-
,mens' inters-act. after -.some sixty years at a- stress ·relaxation of -I ,,. 
-"'t"''t 
,· -
.. ; ~. .• ... 
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·. ··Pres tress Losses" (1969) ~ the PCI, Cammi ttee. on .Prestre~s losses 
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following equation shall be used- for the estimation of r.elaxation 
loss. 
•. l· 
f ~ [ ·log .. -t 
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This i·S the same formula suggested by Magura, '·sozen, and Siess' f. \ 
e:Xcept that the limi tirig value of f 1 has been increased ·slightly. . 
y For other types of prestressing reinforcement, the Committee 
p • 
suggesteq using manufacturer's recommendations with the support 
. . of adequate test data. 
- ,, 
. - f'<7 
R@rcommendatioris on s·teel relaxation given in various 
7 foreign codes ma_y be cat;ego_rized three ways~: . 
·, 
· 1) Qualitative discussion (Germ~~Y, Atis-tria,- Finland,. 
Poland). 
. ' ' 
_1". 
-2) Flat ir·ate·, · or flat value (Denmark, Italy, Belgium., • (,1. 
England). ·, 
• I 
- ~ ~ 
. -· .. 3) · Det:ailed prQcedure, "or· sugges·ted eq.uations (Russia, r, 
' 
• ,. 
- ' • 
. 
-· -·-
·. · .. Holl~nd, European C~ncrete Comroi ttee) .. 
. . ~ 
-16-. 
. ···~ ( 
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· The··. Ge.rmJ:til . and·. Aus.trian · eoqeS· ·(1953 and ,1960 respec-
.- .,' 
. ·-····--·-·--·,--·-------··--- -·-.-·-·-·-··-·-·--·-·· 
. ' 
- ····--·--· ·- -·· .. •'" --· ---·-· . ' - .... - - . 
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··.· ' .. -c·. -·,.·tjvely).-refer to cree-p in steel, and :indicate that it will become ·-~-•"'·J 
.' 
. /~ " 







__ · :, . · : .. : also note that creeJi ceases within _a few days if_ the stress is 
'l . - . 
' i 





-.. -- ·the. stee·l can· cancel the e:ffect of creep·. 
-~. - The,,'.Finnish Cqde (1958) deals yery briefly with .. relaxa..:._ _.o-····· .. 
. . . ,. 
... •:,.• tion of s.teel, and requires relaxation tests. to be pe,rformed for ~. .... . " 
a duratipn of at least 120 hours. 
• 
• 
.J... ~ • .. 
. . . . "· According to the Polish _fro~isions , the relaxation 





.. 2 ... 5 mm,.-.:if maximum stresses are maintained w·i thin the permissible 
· · limit~.. Similarly,· -it · j.s permissible·· to· neglect re.laxation 
' ' ' 
. ' 









. "'" . 
., 
if, befo~e anchoring, the steel is over-stressed. Over~stressing 
is- to·· be achieved by increas.ing .the given ma~imum stress in steel 
~-
.. by lei%~? maintaining it at _:t:his level for at leilst ten minutes ~ 
before anchoring~. 
•r .•. 
Th_e Danish Code, as early ·a~ 1951, ~contained· quanti ta-
tiv.e provisions on the creep str~i;n of steel. .The following 
values are _specified: 
•• 
• 
~~~ for · f '~ -= 0 . 8 0 f --
1. . u ;; 
I 
ePL ~·0.1-·- .0.2°fe 
for f. = .0. 75 f 
. . 
' • .ti .. ' ' .... . . 
. l. 
- . u - · e · ~ 0.05% PL , 
~ 
.·for f. = O.lJS f l.' u ~- -.- . 
. (l, • ---. ,-
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'I 
• . '. • • • \ j • -:. '- ~ 
• <,. 
-,· ·~ .. , ....... : . 
,• ·O ··---
. 
' . 1. . "lri'. tlie· case1 of beams post-t_ensioned ·with cables, ~ . ,, · -
,1 
'. 
. :· .. ) ,· 
' ' •. ' ·_-.. " . '' . .. . . . 
'1r: 
' relaxation lo'sses ,'can be taken as 1°J,. of- the initial tensionii~g .. 
- ..... 
,.,... ....... ........ 
, I • . . .. . 
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. t 
, ·as 12°'6 · of the i.ni tial stress if the tendons are individual wi_res, I . ·-· .,: .. l
.;,· 
. . ' . •," . - .. . ~·' .. -
·- ' . 
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·--'-·· ___ ,, --:: .. 
l ', / 
'I 
---~ 
and as lit% if the tendons"are .strands." 
- t ,•,. -1\ 
. 
. 
· 3. "The loss of stress over an infinite time can always 
be estimated as· twice the average -ori at least two specimens sub- · ·· 
.. 
. 
· jeoted to 120~hour relaxation tests at the initial tensioni~g · 
. ' 
0 
stress in the case of post-tensioned beams, and at 2~5 times that 
average loss in the case of pre-tensioned· beams." 
The Belgian Code (1960) contains an overall estimate of 
the total losS Including elastic shOrtening, shrinkage, cI'eep, and 
- ' " l .-- . relaxation of steel. For pre-tensioned tendons directly embeded </ 
. ~ in concrete the recommended val·ue · is 200;6 of the initial pres tress, 
provided that ·the stress in the tendons at· ·time o·f transfer .exce~ds 2 
60 kg/mm (84 ksi) ·: 
... 
. The British Standards Insti tu.tion {1965) t~ntatively · 
. " """' recorumended a flat vl.aue for the- loss ~Lst~es~ due to .creep· 
-. 
·.of steei. 
- ' - ' 2 A value .o·f 15,000 lbf/in. . for st_ress-reliev-ed wire, 
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.· · .. ; stress for a ~period .of' two minutes dut'ing tensioning, Any furth~.r . ..)" .. .. . I 
~· • . J 
-----·-------·___;..,.......;...c....._,,....;...:-· ~·.·-·-. · r·~d'UC,ti-on~-:sh-oul~--:_-b~---··b.as1~:d · on-·-te-sts-of··-·at·-·--leifS'~ 1-·~ 000- -houfs .... diira·.:..--,---· .~ ' . ~- ' ·-
.. :•' . 
0 ~ . , ... 
. " 
.tion with a~ initial stress of the. tensile· -strength of . the ,wire;. -
-~: __ ·· ·< ·i-•' 
... 
. ' .... _ .. , 













, - · 14 · computati9n of the ultimate ·loss due to ··relaxation o·f- steel~ · 
.. -·-·· ---·-
In.high-strengt~ cold-drawn wire 
. 
f. 
Afr= ·co:27 r -
u 
In hot-rolled reinforcement 
I 
'• 
0 .1) fi 
,. 
f. 












- . ... ~-' 
:,.-. ,_· .... 
If'l'. ~ 0.37 f ,· llf = 0 
. 1 . u r ....... ' · .. .:. 
where. 
.,,,..,... 





:= . ... 
} ... . ;- -
~:. 
•' . . ~· 
.... 
;; 
~-':..,.. -. / 
. . . . 
f. = initial stress value 1 
ii .. - .... 
...... 
--, 
. • '1 
-fu = ultimate st~ength of ste~l I .. 
_ · It ... is interesting to note that the Russian ·Co~_e ·anticipates re9' A 
,-: laxation losses for ini·tial stresses as low .as 0.37 f . · Many u 
. -
- studies set this value not less thari O. 50 f • ' u 
- Tlie -Dutch Cod_e (1~61) explains the dependence of. the · 
""' ) relaxation upon the ratio of the initial stress to_ the guarante-ed' ~ · 
.. :.--
. . ' 
• • . __ • ......t"""" 





--in the concrete. A table -·is. provided which gives t·he. loss as per~ 
• • . 
• "i;,, 
·centage -·of. ini tia·).: stress.-_ For usage of the -table'a, · the values ~f · .• -· 
. I 
. .__ 
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· .. (June ... 1966), · the CEB (Comite' Europeen du Be'ton) suggested ··the. ~~. 
· following procedures fo,. estimating relaxation ,loss:_ 
""'•":>•'•··--
' .. 




. constant J_ength and temperature,. as,, a function of tim~ arid of· the 
value of· the initial stress appli.ed to .the steel should be deter-
mined experin:ientally. · For practical use the relaxation· diagram .. 
V. 
. 
-- shou.ld ·account for. actual c9ndi tioJ1S includ~ng temperature." 
.. J~.,:.. -l . ' ,,,. 
l~ 
. .. .. ... · •' .•,. ' ~ 
.,. 
. . . 
2. '~These·- diagrams should be plotte.d. for ini ~ial 
. ' ' . 
. ,st,re~ses respect,ively equal to 65% and Bll°;6 of the characteristic 
. ,, 
.-~-
failure .strength (f ) of the steel. . . u For an initial, stress ipter.- · ,\ . 
. ~ . 









3. · "Tl}e particular relaxation value at the end of 1_~000. 
. r . '} .hours\\is to be considered. In experiments carried out, th_e~ . 
. 
•. I • 
. -- ~ 
f. -- -
.. ,... .. ..~ ... 
• 
. .. 
' ' ' ' 
----; follo~ing values were observed at the end of ~l, 000 hours·:· for· an 
initial st-ress equal to O. 65 f the relaxatio.n ·values were be-- ' ' . ' u 
. 
. 
tween 2% and: 8% ·of that ·initial stress; for· an initial stress---
" 
~ 
· --- -·--e.qual to O. 80· f 11--the relaxation values were b·e~~en 8% and 12% 
. 
. 
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: .. -- :_ .. ' _' ", ., . '. . ' ·-·-· 
.;-... ' ' 
--·-···;.,~--·---·-I ' . 
. ... ,_ ...... -
. . 
. ·. ' \·· 
. ' .. 
--~·-···· 
.I-·-··.·-••'- ' 
. ' f'• • ·, .· . . 
. 
··---~······· 
._ . .· ' 
-, -. · .•. : .- ·· .... ' . ·._ .. ·- . 
···---· ----· . 
. ' ' __ ,._" ,· 
..C.-·-··-------~·'' '. ' ' ", 
. -
~ . .. . :-.' \"\,-,.:_ ... ,_ . . ' 
. . . 
': ' ' ""·' 
. . 
,. ..... .,.. . lJ. · · "The tangen~ at .. :the point· .. o~ th~ diag~aJ11 correspond·-·_ 
.. . - .. ~ 
. '·100, 000 ho11rs •. It should be· ende.avored as far as possibie·· to . 
check the ·slope_ of .·the tangent by. comparison to.·· a long-te~ test 
. f 




·1n summary, . at the present· time,. research work is being 
... 
done on the rel.axation of steel, but has not- yielded -sufficient 
long-term information. Quali tative.1y, the -phenomenon was· de-
_t scribed·) and its nature clarified. The· factors tha-t-~affect· .relax.a- .. 
., •·· ••• • . :-.. "',!"' 
,.,,- 'I tion loss were· identified and the long-term nature of relaxation_· 
•. 
. ·. ,. ·.. -4 
.. 
expe~imentally- pr·oved. . _ .. , . 
' 
- . ' .. ' 
. . . ~-. . . ' . . :,:.; 
,._, _;,, ... 
\ . 
. . : ... . . ~- ,, -.. 
. ... . ,. _:, 
--~-- ·..• - . ,. 
. . . 
. - '. 
I . 















. Quan ti ta ti vely, seve·ral investigators 







attemp_t~a··to_·_formulate· expr~s-sions for'.~Jirediction· of the stress 
loss. The proposed e·xpressions . generally ··fit th~ ... test data used, 
but their validity for prediction·, particularly for long-term 
' . 
·.,._,. · projec·tion, remained unproven. 
" 
! 
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· .3 .• 1 · Pu.rpose and Scope. . l .. . d • . . l. 
. . '" . ~ ·. 
... . 
., -·~ Relaxation of prestr_essing- strands is· significarit be-
. ··cause _of the high ·level of stresses. Many of the ear~ier .. 
... · ... ·:t.• , .. _ •. 
- :, . 
-, 
• 
·-·---- - -,.. 








. ~ . 
·researchers of relax~tion _s~re~s loss c+i_aimed that the stress 
. . 
would·reach.a·stable state in· a few. hours and that.tµe relaxa..:r 
.tion_loss represented only a very small fraction of the initial 
stress. --M~;e recently, . liowever., ·_ tes·t -results of longer .duration __ 
- ' i.,;.J-,,. 
• 
• • ! ' ', . . . . 
. . .' . 
. (", 
. . . . 
. ' . . . 
.· ~ 
. . 
. ' have become available, and it has been estab·li~hed that relaxation·· 
....___......,./ 




to as high ~s 200fe of· the initial stress • 
. •--C,,-- ·- •. 
\. . 
·It is the·u1t·imate purpose of.this project _to provide·., · __ -,-~ .. _--,~.:~<-··_··_ 
'\~ 
·- ~:-
- . ~. ~~. 'I • 




- ' ( . 
-~ . . - . -~. . -·;,' ' . .. 
an expre·ssion for the prediption of relaxation lqss·, accurately r 
• ·. .. . . . • ._- , . . ' 
. ,, 
' ·- ... 
'· ·,,. ... 
.. 
.. 






the total loss ·over the' enti~e' life of the structural member·~ (say. ,.'. ' ·., 
- '· ·._ .. 
at the en.d~or fifty years). - · -- _ 
~·· ,-... 
·r---'--, ! 
~ ,, ' It is also speculated that the relaxation loss for the 
life of the member may be predictable from short-time test data 
.. 
(100 hours - 1.4 days). · This· possibility will also be investigated·~ 
~- 3. 2 l'est Variables 
,. 
·' . ~· 
~. . 
. --
....... ,,, 3.2.1 Manufacturer 
. . . 










Pennsylvania are: Bethleh~m Steel Corpo~ation, ·er &I _Steecl . ~ .:. ,-4' . 
·. . 
'. J... -.. -·-
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·. - Corporation and Uiiite'i.1 States Steel Corporation.-· ·The prestress- ... 1 -• • • • • .• "' 
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. tion, the ki~d and extent_ Qf treatment, and other factors; a,. . ' 
........ ,· 
. difference in their .. 'relaxation. behavior . could be· expectecJ. 
. ................... '\,7 




. . . included in ---this study. 
.: J '-,,. '• • V 
, .. '. ,- :.-· .. _.,. 
- ----- ------· ----- -------~-------- ----- .. ~- -
3.2.2· Type and Siz.e of St.rands 
· -Since _ the study i~ mainly concerned with pres tressed 
bridge members·, whe;t'ein 7-wire str~ss-relieved strands of· the 
~ ~ 
.. ~ " 
... 
' -, ·. -"""'."'"':·-.. , .~' 
,;., ; . 
- . .,; ~ ·•\,' . . :;. 
special, grade (270 k) are used almost exclusively, only this type_·. - · 
of. strand, was tes:ted. · fyo .. strand :sizes,· 7/16 in.· and 1/2 in • 
J· •: 
· , .. · · n~n~l diameter, were included • · · ,.. ~ ·. ------ -~- ------ ... - '-~-- .. . . ' 1 . .,. 
, . 
3.2.3 Initial Stress Le~el 
· In all of the previou~ investigations dealing with the 
---------
. 
. ~ re·laxation problem,· the importance of the· initial stress level 
. ! and. its direct· effect on prestress loss were recognized. ______ In this 
1J • 
• inv.estigation, three primary stress levels were selected, repre-, ........ , ... ~···'"'; 
senting an upper limit, a lower limit, and an inte.rmediate value. 
Qf the initial stress. · The_ ·three values are, respectively:_ -80, 
;· . 
SO, and 55· percent of th~ ·guaranteed ultimate tens,ile. streng~h 
. 
, . (GUT~) . The 80 percerit_ -ya~ue, which is ~lightly below the. · con-
l . . . . '"' "- .. 
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. the othE!r hand, is. selected aS ,a lowef .. iimit; below ·Which t~E! rE!-'. ·. /. 
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·', ·~ . :._~~:: .. 
'· 
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. ' . . 
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·,, 
' ./ ' 
· ______ ., ---~-(-----/~-~-. -laxation loss can be neglected~- ~he inte,rfnediate St~es'S level ~f~ = /)7· · · 
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·. //. . . ). = 
/ 
' 
. v-· J 
. in an actu·al pre-tensioned bridge member'~ immediately upon transfer. 
' · .. I·t is noted here, .. that the E.uropean ·concrete. Cammi ttee '(CEB) rec- . 
-· ommended· the establishment of· relaxation curves at . sim,iiar initial · 




.stress levels, 65% and;. 80% of the· charac,,teristic +9ctilure·· strength _ 
. 
' . respectively. . An additional stress level of 706;6 was· used in two .. I . 
. 
. 






. .. ,•' 
.' 
. __ ......... 
·. 
. // . 
' change in ~he relationship between the(behavior of 'the str'ands 
and the initial stress level near//tfie conventional yield 
. . /·/ 
,;, .. 
/ 
.· strength lev-el. Two .. 7 /16-in ./S~randS f ram manllf acturer B ~ .r'," 
. 
. . ~ ' ,,, 
,· 
· ... ·:fractured before reaching 'the .. inte1:1ded 800;6 initial .stress level • 
. · Their replacemen specimens were tested at a slightly lower 
"-=- initial stress level of 75% GUTS.· 
ti ~··· . -. 
-3. 2. 11- ~ype of Loading 





strain._under constant load or constant stress. ; I • ~t- - . 
' 
Relaxation. is· "the · . ! ~ 
' 
., decrease of ,.stress under constant strain. Both phenomena share 
. .... 
' 
-the property of being time-dependent and_ are principal factors in 
,_ 
) any long-term_· study inVolving stresses and stra~i:1:~· The data .. 
• fo 
,. obtained ·from a ·constant load test are· strain quantities (creep .. 
~tra.in),. while·· the resu-1ts of relaxation ___ t_es·ts are giveh;:j:i-t the· 








· The actual experience o·f. a prestressihg 'strand. !II i ...... ~ -~---·--·,-. - - - ·- .. :r-· 
..: , ' 
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..•. · . ', . ::- co~tained in~a c~n~rete member is diffe~ent from both of the .· 
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• · tuatiori~ ·in superimposed loads , the length of the·· concrete ~ 
- - .· · -memb·er, ~nd consequently· the length of the. strand- cha:J;lges_. ·This 
·change of strain causes a deviation from a pure relaxation type _ 
: ~-
~---:..•. 
of situation ... At the same time, the tendon is relieved from 
some of its ·stress,· .and the basi.c. condition _for creep is violated. 
. 
. In the actual sit·uation, a decreasing strain is· combined with-~ 
c;Jecreas3:ng , stress. Nevertheless, th~ conditions are more com-
parable to that of a relaxation· test. than _ that of a creep test·. 
For this reason· the major part of the tests in.this investigation 
were constant length (relaxation) tests. 
.tion specimens will be/'given ·iii Chapter 5 • 
• 
3. 2_.5 Other. Variables 
·-.., . 








. There are a· number of other variables that might . affect · 
the relaxation loss .. Temperature· variations· can have a signifi_. . ,, . 
cant effect on·rela~~tion.· An investigation by Mikhailov and 
· ·-,. 
· 2-0 I<r~chevskaya sh:owed that increasing temperature. resulted in a 
Q 
. 26 considerable increase in stress loss·. - Schwier found that an 
. / 




It has also.be~~ :t;'eported that maintaining a high 
' \ . . 
I 
. ' 
stress for a shor~ period of time before ~el1oring to .. ,the · desired 
. -ini'tial s.tress .. ·(p~estressing ·or prestr:e,tchi~g) results. in .an 
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- .· 3.3 . ;pr~li.minary InvestigB:tion 
. . " 
... ,: ' .. 
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'II • • 
· · ·Prelimi-nary .--results on ·34 constant length (fixed Eft:rain) 
. \-, 
.... ,,.- . . ~ . 
· Specimen.~ indic{ated the following conclusions: a:.~. ·.·· 
f 
,. 
1). 'Fhe relaxation loss -~epends strongly ori· th~ initial· 
. '\· ,. .. · .... 
. _ .stress in the str~nd. 
!j 
. • 2) In general, 1/~ in. strands ·suffer a higher relaxa- ~·- ·-




3) The loss characteri·stics - from the , three • -rriallufactur~ • • • •. 
. 
·-- .~ ~: •• ,_): .• :.:_:-,_- :. ·,', - s: . • ~ • • -
... ~ } ·,. .... 
. • .I 
. ,-
I· 
11 . : 
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ers do not differ signif:tc~~ntly during the initial: pe~iod. ·. 
___ Details of these ·preliminary observatio'ns are:. contained. 
I[ . 
,in a report by E. G .. Schultchen, a~ the Lehigh Prestressed 
. 
. Co~crete· Committee meeting, July 1969, and in Progress Report 
No. 3 of the .project (Fritz Engineering Laboratory Report 
No. 339. LJ., by Schultchen and Huang) . 
....... -------·~- . 
. 3~ll ·Additional Tests 
The relaxation stress-time.curves can be· visualized as' 
contour lines on a surface in the stress-strain-time three-
dimension.al space, . as shown· in Fig. 1 .• _ ·A surf ace can· ·be es:ta.b:. 
·1ished from the relaxati9n- test d&ta, and information. reg-arding 
-constaiit load o~· .other spec.ified strain variations can ,then be 
.I - -·- ~ derived ·from this ·surface. T:~- verify the results of such· 
I 
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· 3.lf..l ·simulation Study 
l 
------- - ' 
As w~s pointed out earlier-, the -actu'al situation of a 




- . purely creep. · In an -effort. to simulate .. actual conditions, · twelv~ 
. sintulaiion specimens. were fabricat~d and are being tested at ' --, 
' I 
Fritz Engineering . Laboratory. Each relaxation-specimen is a pre= · 
1· ,, tensioned concrete- member with a conc~ntric unbonded prestres,~in.g 
·1 . 
) .-
strand. It is believed that the concrete would. prq_:v.i..¢1.Ef .. a.·:str.ain .. ,.: ...... . 
· variation· similar . to that of the. actual member. Tensile force. · 
"'1 
. . . . l . 
. . . . remaining in the. strand is .. measured in ·a manner simila~ to the· 
. .· relaxation specimens according · to a preset schedule.· ·· ·simul tane-
ously, concrete strain readings ·are obtained by means of a 
· WJii temore gage, from a number of gage points on the. four f,aces of 
the specimens. The data obtained .has not y~t. been analyzed and · 
no conclusions can be made at this stage. 
· 3. II-. 2 Constant Load Test 
:., 
"Creep and stress relaxation·are kissing cousins but 
~v, , 
they are not interchan~~able", {T. C. Hansen1 d). ln the quoted 
paper, Hansen suggested an approximate. method for estimating one 
.from _the other that gives. good results for· stresses well below 
,,, 
·. c~eep rupt1.:1re. . ·rn ·his' eqQation, creep strain · and ·stress . after 
relaxation are ~el.ated, with the values of~ the ini ti·al stress and 
.· 
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ft1om which iriform~tion 
regarding creep ca.n:be ,derived. To verify· the res·ults of these 
. . ·. 
·c·onstan1:.· load 
. •h~-. . 
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4 .1 ·. Relaxation· Fra.J1le & Jacking_ a~d Measuring -AssemblY: ... · ' __ -: ·-_ ; : . _ : -. ; 








·• .. I ---~ ' ' The relaxation frame is 11.!_gde up )mainly of two · · 
• ... . • • ,¥, 
. . > . 
••• "1· 
.,. . . 















... . .. 
-·~ .-- ----··-
'----·-' --- ---·--. 
- .. -~-,) . 
~ 
. . . 
.~:.•: .. ,-
. ----~ 
-1 iri.- apart. Thia.loading frame is 10-feet in length and is ' ' .Jt'""t ' 
.,:.-__ . 
- .. ---..: . 
·· supported near its ends on a steel stQ~_~ge rack .designe.d espe-
0 
cially for this purpo,se. Five plat~s at 2 ft.-3 in. spacing ;are 
. . 
. tack wetded to the outsta.,nding legs of the double~angle section.·· 
To maintain the back to back dis·tance -- between _the long leg~, 
seveit··-spa.cers are used at_ spacings of 1 ft. -6. in. The strand . 
,,. ··~} ; ·-,· -
specimen . is placed at the· ":~<1ent:r;oid of the double-angle-- section 
· and anchored to 1 in. end . plates by means . of· strand' chucks·." 
,,;,, 
. ' 
Fig. 2 shows some details of the loading frame, while Fig. 3~ 
~~ ~ 
gives a geheral view of the complete setup. . .. 
The jc1.cking_ ,and me,~suring assembly consists of a 
. "' 
number o.f parts extending between the end· plate at the jacking 
· end of the frame and ,-the· pulling rod of th·e hydraulic jack.~·· As· 
Schematically shown in Fig. l.f., the end plate.and the strand chuck 
-
.... 
are separated by a load cell and a dev·ice for tlie control of the 
initial elongation in the specimen. ·The device is composed of a .. ,_ 
number .of spacers, D, and a fine adjustm.ent bolt, ··B, which screws 
,. 
into the bearing.plate A. Fig. s·shows the jacking end of tpe 
fr~e ·with.· the above-mentioned arrangement~ 
' . ' ., 
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.• . . . · . Strandvises,. dial gages were mounted on top of each end plate~ .G 
. 
The plungers _of these· dial, gages rest_ed against targets attached · 
.Q •• •·. ·.,, •. to ·steel straps ~iarnped on· the strand specimen. Readings on·the . :i~ ., . '-------- ·,·. . • . 
:;.·.;.· .' . 
, .. ,. 
dial gages·-were taken on both ends of the frame ·before and after · 
.· __ ··:--- .. eci.ch ·force measure~ent' for ~ period of fourteen days st~_~ting 













-.. ·especially made~jfor _ this inve·stigation. These are hollow cylin-. · 
• 






have_~ inne;ra cl;i.ameter ~f 7/8 in. and an· outer diameter of 
_ .. " ~ 
... 1-3/4 in. Eight EA-13-125TM-120 type strain gages are mounted 
on ___ !he outside of each cylinder, four :iJ1 the ·longitudinal direc-
--
.. 








nected into two independen~ Wheatstone Bridges~ Strain readings 
' . 
are taken from the bridges by a digital strain indicator (Bean 
. I 





The test data use·d · in the analysis are -readings obtained 
· thiough, the load . cells. In order. to · guarantee maximum reliabil- · 






•. · ____ :~and. a careful procedure ·was followed in their calib~ation .. 
-.-----
,1 ·~· 1.\-?o series _of load cells (Series A and 0) :were _us_ed in··-
' ' 
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series o.n a Tinus Olsen 120K-hydraulic -testing machine ·.at Fritz \p 
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.. ·"performed. The calibrated range Of loading was from l kip to· . ' 
' ' 
. gq kips. · Readings. were taken .at each .mutt.iple of 5 kip, _as. well-
' ' " as. S:'!i the limits of t'e loading range ~· · 
:,. "'°''" ,,.:: 0-0-,-_.,' 
. 
?/ I 




·: form r~gr~ssion -analysis for the calibration ·aata. It should be 
. . 
.,-pointed out that the actu~l loading, as opposed~to the nominal 
• 
'I loadi.ng, was recorded and used in . the regression analys·is. The ' ' . 
- final calibration · coefficients were determined· by the fallowing· · 
·- procedure: 
1) A :regression analysis is performed_ based on all 
raw data. :-. 
' I 
- .. 2) Based on results of step (1) dat~ points with 
large deviation are r~jected, and a new regres~ion a.11alysis··is ,, .• . 
perfoFJ11ed based on all ~ata remaining. (Cri terj..on for r,ejection 
-was chosen to be .two timeS"'the standard error of .estimate, SEE.) 
3) The aboif.e procedure, ·steps 1 .. and 2, w~s used 
. . 
. twice -:for each bridge channel: 
(a) Expressing Indicato~ readi._!}gs :in terms· -of 
·Load. readings I = A. L 
. -






. Indicator. readipgs· L. = B. I · 
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. .. The- -average .o!_ B and -'the . recrprocal ;' of A is. 1:1sed for later force 
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The ca-lib ration. data for S-eries A showed sq~e: , abno~ .. 
~ . . . 
. ....:.-...-~-----. 
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· -' · · :. mali:ty, as· shown in·· Fig. 6. · l;he following :modification· was· used 
. . . . . . 




· in their ~gression anaiys.is: . . ·,~ (, . . . • 
I .# ;.• 




-1) Data· obtained from· the unloading vun was excluded- . 
• J . . 1-
··from the l:'~gression 1. analysis because of obvious bias (~steresis. 







·- . :. 
· .type o·f off-se_t) . 
.. ·- - - - ----
2) · Data from lowest load step {l· kip) were .also 
ex·cluded because of the large e·rror included in the load readings 
of the lower range of the. testing machine·. " ... I 
r • 
--~ . 
. , . 
. 
Fig·. 6 is ~ qualitative pic·ture of the path followe.d c3:t each run 
., ._,,.. 
and the data excluded • 
..... . . It should·be.pointed out, that even after modification, 
a few load cells of- Series A (data sets 8 and 9) sfill showed a 
·~ certain amount of bilineari ty. However, since. no pref erenc·e 




...,,. As r·e_sult of the • an~l-ysis ·the following a regression 
............ 
-concl~sions were drawn: 
1) In. the majority of·. cases; the load corre·ction 
' . 
' I·/• 
improved the prediction . relationship. In series-· 0, which---included 
'1. 
• 
-•c" • ,• 
• 
125 load cells, or= sq. channels, the stand~I?d error of estimate wa~ 
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. showed·· improvement ·upon _inclusion of "load .correctio~. . ~ . ' -~ . .... · 
--------- .. 
·, 2). . Th·e difference between calibration ·coefficients . B I. ,· 







(Series I\,'. data sets 8. and. 9) . 
The results-obtained from·thf;!-above-inentioned. analysis 
show that each unit of the indicator reading corresponds to a 
' force of approximately 8 pounds, which is less than 0.06 perc~nt· 
.. o-f the :initial tension in the sp~cimen. -The range· of this cali.-
' ~ 
bration constant was from a lowest value of 7.89 pollllds per·unit 
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wire stress-relieved .strands. . The standard s.trand~ (ASTM A-11-16) 
.. are made.of high-carbon steel. The raw material, in the ·form of. 
. 
. . __,,---
' ~ · rods, .was .heat-treated and then cold~drawn into wires of· small.sr . 
diameter. Strands are made of six wi·res twisted around one l, 
C:entral straight Jire o_f -a. slightly larger diameter • 
. Stress-relieving-is a controlled time-temperaturE;! 
- - .. : 
heat-treatment ,process. By heating the strana:· to a controlled · 
. ' temperature, residu~~ stresses induced during manufacturing and 
... , 
stran<:ling ar~ relieved without destroying th~ fibrous structure 
'. ._ -··· :.~ . . 
. . . 
of the material.· This process also increases the elastic limit f •. . 
and the ductility of the strand. 
· A-lJ16 standard. strands- are required to hav~ an ulti-
' 
' mate tensile. strength of:'· 250 ksi. ·rn 196 2, a special grade of 
·strands, with an ultim~te tensile strength o·f 270 ksi -was ·intro-
. 
. . ly dominated the pre-tensioned prestressed con-
-_; 
, ... "· -, ......... . 
. . 
crete·industry.' Coupled with a slightly larger ·size,··the strands 
.~ 
. ( -• I• 
• 
'-C 
of 270 k grade hij.ve a load capacity approximately 15% higher than I • • • 
• 
. 




the standarg. strands of the same nominal· diame_ter • 
. 
. The specimens.included in this study·were str~ss-:-. 
> 
. -•---- -relieved 7 -wire strands · of the special grade. 
.. 
. . ... -~ ... ,,.,.·,; 
·;ensi_le tests were 
. . . 
- . . . '.A -·· ~ • I 
1, ____ _ 
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·perfon.tled on the strands. after their shipment to-·Lehigh ·University·. 
\_ 
. \_\, - . 
_,'. - . \.-'\, 
' - . -· .·. :·:-< . 
·,p ' '·/ ' 
Res.ults -of these testEf and· other· information· relev.ent to the 
. . 
. . .) 
. 
. . 
. . . . . . . . . .. . . . 
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-5.2 · Distribution·and.Designation 
, . ··_.· '~-
' ' I 
• ' ,~ .. , :r .. ·-0 .... 
r A total of ll-0 relaxation specimens -.were· __ ·::_fested~. repre-
. 
. • .d 
. 
. . 
sen ting three manuf actur·ers ' two strand sizes '. and~- five initial 1'.rr;;;\l•,1·,.,11/1'·:'i·\-I" - • 





. Each .-specimen was ,~esigpated ·by· a two;_.letter·, two · · 
' . . . .. 
-
. 
.. number·, individual code.· The· first letter refers. to· the strarid 
•· 
size. The second identifies the manufacturer. The· first nwnera1· -·: 
designates the initial _stre·ss leyel, while the sec-o.nd identifies 
the several repetitive· speci~ens in sequential order. Fig. · 7 
,,,·prov·ides a key to t.his designa~i6n with all p'ossible combin~t~ons. -
... 




!_. __ ..• ,., 
--·.--~ .. -
-· 
5.3.1 General ,•,- . . .. 
1,) •• 
,.,..,, ... 
. ·Th~ main requirement in force measuring for· relaxation · 
tests is. that · the measurement must be accomplished while the 
. 





the past. _ 'They generally fall int.a one ·of four major categories: 




___ the deflection method. A ·short description-~or="each can--.be·· found -
• 
on page· 1q of .Reference 1.9. ·· 
. . . 
- . 
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• 
,, ' ·, ·. 
• ----. •' , ' • ., .. · . -:-~ . ";"·-1:,~.. -~ ' C --. • 
,o 
. . 1.: ___ .,. '-' 
measureme_p.t. of ·-the force- by-·me·ans . c,.f. a_ __ carefully c~lihrated load· 
. ~ 
.cell, -conn_ected in s~~ies -~ith the tes.t -specimen. Th-is- technique -
-·_:··_. · ... ___ -~~-is simila·~---t~--.._that employed by -the balance method.·· __ 
- . ,- ·: --- ·-=. -~·-·:.;:,· .. -~:.;..~~ . ..:.~-:-~=-*<::.~,..;,;. --;: 
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-· · .· The axial def ontlation of the load c·ell · is small com- . 
. -· 
· pared to the -length of the. t.~stEid strand and can be neglected. ·_ 
. •,;_<I~·:~ ·• I 
·_---Thi·s· wili be further discussed in Section 6. 5 -~- _,. 
·,5.3.2 Measurement.of Initial.Tension 
·, 
. . At the initial· stretching of·a relaxation specimen,·an 
additional load cell (G) is used outsi~e ~of the · jacking ram in --
' 
' ponjunction with the Jnternal load cell (E), as shown in Fig .. 4. 
At the-~eginning, a zero. reading on the -inte~pal load cellr i-s _ 
·taken, and the.desired final reading afte~ ·anchoring is calcu-
.- f ' ff . 
lated according to.the desired initial stress. 
-
-The strand is stretched until the. external load.cell 
. --
1 . • 
.. shows a ·load slightly h~gher than the required-value. Several . . 
. 
spacers are placed betwe-en the adjus-tment scr.ew (B) and the 
J 
~ 
I load cell (Ej', as shown in Fig. LI-._ ·The· adjustment ·screw is then 
turned_ out of the end plate q.ntil a sp~g fit is--··-re·acned. A few 
repeti.tions · are sometimes ·-needed until the desired internal .load 
cell r.ec1¢ling after anchoring_ is . accomplish~d. Tables 2 and -3 
give the actual initial stress percentages obtain~d for each-
-. . . As can be see-n., - the values are quite _accurate . The ---- specimen . . ,. 
•. maximum deviation from the desired· value ·was only O. 7°/o~ · In the 
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· _·. s.·3. 3 · .Subseguent· Me,as1!-.rements .' .. • I 
r " 
. . -, . 
. 
. 
. For -subsequent meas.urements, only the internal load---- . \ I --- ---· • ,c' 
·• 
- · cell is used-. - The proc~.d-~re -of .~easuremerit i,n~ludes the follow-< .·----~ - -
~- -· 
-- - - ' 
. ·' 
. . 










_ l) Tak.~ng· :readings -on the loaded internal load cell. __ 





·.- '.,. .. 2) . Pulling on the strand coupler ·unt;i~ pressure· -. ~ - .,_.- ··- -.. . . . 
. 
. 
- ' . 
.._ . . --
,· . -- 6-etween the spacers disappeared· .. _This ·:can· .be detected by h~d- ·· , 
. 
The current.zero x-eadings.are taken. 
-~-
·. · I' 3) _ Without changing the -settings of the spacers or 
.,.-------
th~ ,adjustment screw, the jack is released. - A second set of ,'·•'( "I .t .. i,--.... . • 
J:'e·adings is ·· taken on the reloadep internal load cell. 
·" 
The reason for excluding· the· external load cell in sub--
.. , ~ - seq,uent.;::•,.,.:forc·e~ meas.urements' is. that . the internal load cell yields 
a -. . . 
much mor.~-: _·reliable · and consistent results. This is discussed 
' , 
_.-
, further . ·in Section 6. 5. 
.·-.,--!". 
···,,;,'r·-·<:.·1._.,, ~ . ., .. 
,, 
• ~ 1-, ·. -5.lJ. JestDuration:and· Age 
. 
• ---------
Readings _ after initial stretching a~e taken according . . 
. 
to a preset. schedule. Iri Table 4 are given the selected inter-
•• vals up to 2,000 days. In the early ... stage~ readings are taken · • 
·-in -VEfry_ short intervals, which become longer as the specimen ages .. · .. :·"'-' . .. , ..• • c,,.uo. 
-~~ 
_,, ______ . 
. . 
It_ was po~nted crut··earlier that relaxation of steel is --
··-
- -----·---- ---
. a. long-t~rm ph~nomenon., which may .not be. completed within the; -' . 
--· 
4, . I ,...__ 
<· . 
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. t.. \ -t • ' • 
. :: durati~ri--of a test progrcPll~ which::.µsu_a1ly does: not ·ext.end·. o~ef' ... -.. :."~~··" ·,._: .. :i . · .
. ~ 
. . 
. . . . . 
• ·• . • r . .. 
- more than five y~ars:.; .. Consequently, the- ~ignifican~e ·of ·aily ,· . ... --......... 
.- . . . 
' ·.i.:! . 
. . ' .. P. 
- , . ' . . 
' .. ,.,. 
. . . . . .,~ ... - . 
stu,dy depends_. on the length of· its- te~t program.:- ·As of, 
' 
' • • ' • ,.. • 
• I 
•·-'"r'" • ·.;. •. 
. . 
\ . ·- ... 
.. 
. I . .. - " . 
. 
~f:~b.ruary 1, 1970, the age _o.-f the ·o.ld,r~~t sp~Ci·mens· in· this inves:.. 
- : ! 
.. '• . - ', ~ 
,' ,· 
....... :. 
, . ·-~ tigation· is' 11-44 days · (approximately ;10 ,··ooo ·hours), twelve speci .. ~ --- ·,." ·. -
- . . 
. " . 
\ 
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£ 
mens have?: reached 'this age . ' . . . . . e . . . . . : . Forty percent of all spe~imen~. haye . 
. ·-- .. 
been under tension more than 300 days; sixt.y-five percent more 
than ?00. days, and ninety-five per.cent ··more·· than 100 days~ . 
~ r - , 
...... 1-----···-··..--· --·-· --...------ ------ _ .. _. _______ "' _____ _ 
·-------- ---·-----------·-----· ... ·- ,. ",- - .... -- .- ... _ . ., ..... ____ __...., --·-·~ - - - .. 
In ·spite of the relatively short age of these specime'.9s ,· 
-it . _,~-f~!!c that a. reasonable . estimate. of the p:r;'estress loss could 
. " 'l 
·be made based on the information collect-ed. 
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. . . 
. _ .· 1-,. _,,· ... -_ -~ .. : :·: . -:~. 6:·.·i ·. Pt'elimina:ry Reduction, 
~ ~- • • • :. • '.-. • • k,. '· -- .. ~--q..:,... . '\ . 
• i:, 
'-. } : ·. . ·, ·tJ 
•. t 
.· .. . ,,; !! '·.,; 
' . ' . . . . . 
' Q· . . . ;-. ~ . . . 
. . . ~ 
. . ~-
-De • . 
: .. 
-.- ------'-.• ' 
.,.,. . 
. n:·. ·: • .. - . 
.. .:' l:.· ~ 
__ : __ 
. : The_ exp~~imental ·: data colle·cted in··. this·. investigation .-
- --
. -~· -
. · ... 
. •. ~ . 
I 
... 
··· . .:...--:.• .:: 
-" . ·~· 
-~ 
_, _____ ·h..t.., • 
. - .. 
::... - ... 
·- - --
; , 
•· . . . 
{ . '' ' 
• • ' • • • C ' ,, > -~ ' ' • 
' ·,- ..... ' 
., ' 
'· . . . 
, 
• ........ 1~- ·. 
iS indicator readings from,. the calibrated load cells·. Each lOad · .. · · · · 
.. 
,. 
ce·11 yields two sete -o~ data at each fo~ce measurement, 'one ·from -
~ . 
_.,._ ... , 
. each channel. Each st!t of data consists of three read-ings ,. .. two 
---··----·---. 
------· ·-···--- - --·-· ·-· .. ---·-·---~-----~-·- ·---·-·------ ----·-·-·-· --- -- . --- --- ·- - -- ····"-·- . ------------... -----·--,--- ~---- .. .,. ·- -----·~-~-,- ~ .... -: . . ............ _ ...... ~ .... ---:--· 
' . ' \, . . ' 
loaded readings bef o·re stretching and after . r~lease. of the speci-
.... . . 
· ~~n,' and one· zero r~ading when the force in the sp~ecimen is~ com-:-
. · -p~ete.ly resisted py _the_ jacking a~semblage. Thus, two differen- __ · 
. ' 
tial readings. are obtai·ned for eac~. ch~el. .The· average value 
"l • ' 
of the two is · t-a.ken, and is . used in further analysis. Cons-e-
quently, for ea.ch-·~force me·asurement two -pi.eces of data (averaged 
· _di.fferenti~l readings) c1:re obtained,- and ea,Qp is -di~ectly pr-0--
. -
·po~,tional to the force remairij.ng· in .the. strand,_ by means of the_ . 
r~spective calibration c-onstant .. These hal1d-reduced differential 
' . . . \ ' 
. -----:~~ readings are useg as input data for a computer· program (LISTREX) , -,-.. _· 
.. 
whi.ch . performs the preliminary . redu.ction. 7 · This . program reduces 
· the input data into the percentage loss· -of force in specimen. 




Loss =_Initial Force.- Remaining Force Percentage Initial Force 
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.. !< 
.. · vari~tions ·, a,:14 -the input data, which: are ,reproduced in· the com·-
.·: • • •• 
:i:_ 
--
--::;: .. ,·-:--: . ••...• :_ I _·_.puter outp'ut, are inspe~tecf--for j?.O$Sib1e. errors in--- hand .caicul~·.;...:...~--~-:-.~·~-~-.-->-:_.-~--- .. 
. . 
...... ·- ....... 
' ,.. 
• • 
........ ~ tions ,---<!ard punching, and · otherwise· •. ·, .. , . . I . 
. ' ' . 
·, .· 
•• t .. ••. 
', . \ . . • !I I • • • t ~ 
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A o 
· ·5~2 · Method of Analysis 
. 'J. 




: ·1oss of steel~~- 'liase~ on·- .experimental· data i.s, by nature, a sta-' 
' • 
.. 






.,,, ~-ge.ometric-_best fit. of ... the available d~ta., ~There is an additional. -
~ ...... . 
_ 
_complication,~ The·· ·selected. ·expression must be ·suitable for the : , . -. ; ·.- ;, - _.. .• •. ,- ;::'I; . ~ :~,:· ~ •• • :,•.. -<.-.: I • .• 





. The first step of · t:he analysis was~ to treat t_he 'problem 
' 
. 
-,in the twq-dimensional state, considering the relationship 
. -~ ., ,-.. 









-- was· .used with the intention of desc_ribing all features of ·the 
e:xisting data. Simpler expressions were· then examined, and thei.P----






led to the selection of a few good time functions, which were use·d · 
·in further· analysis. . 
. 




. Up .to this stage, the! initial stress level was not. 
" 
. ·---~ 
· included-- a~ a ~ariable in ··the. regression ana~ysfs •. With the ·time··· 
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_ _, ____ _..,~·. 
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., .. ' . ·. . 
,, 
fun~tions· selected-, the ne,xt l~gicai, s~ep' wa~ to handle th~" pro~ 
'. • I • ' ... 
' . ' . . . . •.· 
--- - ··-· -------~-' .· --- ····,blem -inthe thrE!E!;..dimensiOnal $pace,. and.-·de.termine •the· sUrfape· 
' . 
.... ,.,: .. , ' 
' ·r,~ . ; <that best-_ describes the exp~ri111ental, d~ta, using ·both time .. and. ----c--~" · 
·-~--- . -
. __ ./ •' -- ...... ·---- I. : , --~ -_, 
. ~ . . . . ' 
. ' 







- .. -Based on th:ts · three-dimensional analysis,: a· f.unc·tiona.l 
. .. - . . . . . ' . ~.. ~ . '"' 
. : ; -. ,xpressioll for prr~icti'on of pres tress loss is developed~ ·._ - . - .. 
. f,...4' ' 6.-3 Two-Dimensional .Analysis :--. 
{ . 
6. 3 .1 Computer Program· SRELAA .· ,- ·-·- ., 
.. 
. This program was .authored. QY ·E. G-~ Schul·tchen·,~ rese·arch: · :'-- · 
.. assistant _at. Lehigh University. SRELAA performs regressi9n 
,~ 
. 
· --analysis of relaxation t~st data with respect to time. The 
•, -. 
-
analysis· is done for one single series. of repe_titive specimens 
(e.g. AB~). Linear combinatio.ns .of the following subfunctj.ons 
. · are permitted • 
·a - a 4. 1, t , t , t . , t , log .t , a .:t (log t) , . .ft, e 1 -
' . t 
IJ.1 addition, the hyperbolic function t !tIJ, and the expt?nential 
function AtB can also be used. S,U:LAA can test, . upon each sub-· 
mi·ssion, ten types of linear functions (maximrun of .6 t_erms in 
eaph) , the hperbo_!~c-, and/or the exponential function. The basic 
~ proce.dure f o~lq~_~d -is the method .of least sq_µ~res , .. which is 
. ~ ·-
-- , ------" -- employed to- furnish -the equations necessary to· determine· the· 
• 
· regression coefficient~- ·of the linear fu~~tions. The exponential_ 
'I 
- - $) ~~~'1...-,:.'--....:J,.~ ->-' ., l .,,_J • .,. I 
-
. 
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·. ' . ~· . '· ... 
·" .. ·-· 
. . . 
...... ·separately. An iterative .procedu~e --~·- use·d:· · to ··'de.termine · th~, -· 
. 
. . ' :, 
. 
'' 
• w . 
. ~:linear :regr~ssion~ · In- ·this manner the ·need for ·Iinearaliz·ation .. · 0 
. ~- ' . 
~ .. ' 
... 
:.-· •• j .• • ..";~·i·::·. ··. :.-:;,", '.:-..;. ~· ' . , 
------. 
.is.· e·Iiminated • • ?. . . ,f Besi,de evaluation of the regression coefficients·:i, -/ -. lo -1 __ . ,. 
' . 
·.··the ·pI'ogram als_o computes· the. sum of squares. of. residua-ls (ss) , · 
·-:t-he .. Stan_dard Error· of Estimate (SEE) ', and. _the ·,.fitted · da~~ __ for . 
. -~7te~:ting ages as well·. as' _for standard arguments of_ time. 
· With. some modification · the progr~ · SRELAA could also ·_. 
. · . 





. . .. . ~ 
.; 
-.. 





. ' . 
-·b~ evaluated ·by ;the it:erati-ve minimization p•ro:ce~s 11tea for the 
expone.ntial -.and the hyperbolic·· functi.ons • 
. 
-6.3~2 Selectiori -of Tim~-Function 
The flexibility provided by the two-dimensi·onal regres~ 
sion program, SRELAA, made it possible to test a large number of 
. 
time fnncti·ons for their suitability~ Functions· with.more than - • • I 
• 
~ 
. . . ' 
, ' .-. - - three ·term·s were not considered' since such -~ofig -0-alld complex 
. . 
,'T_ 
... -,~ ..--~. 




· time funct4ens were -f;ried. ... Twelve of these contained two tenns, 
~ 
the others contained· three terms. -A comparison was ma~e baseg_ 




.. - . -.. 
. ~d those. ~i th high SEE· values were discarded • 
. ·· -----The range of SEE was 0.2.9 to 3.29--for all~o-te·nn 
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.·· ·.L- = A-. + A:: log-·.t +· A. '-(log t 1 ·· -
· 1 · a , . a . _ ·1." 
. - 1 L-= A1 ... _+ A 2 log t- +· .A3 t 
-- : ..... 
;. . . ~ 
•.;.. --. ... 
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•• ,s • 
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In~the.above~ Lis los.s_ in p~.rcent of initial stress;-~ t is--time " 
·"· . 
--·-·----- . 
: • !- ,, 
~ . . . in·• days,· and .A's are regres·sion co.efficients. . The av~rage stand.-, __ 'i !. 
ard errors of estimate, weighted by the amount. Qf_ data in each 
- . -····":"'' 
~·--·- . 
series were: 0. 50, 0. 31, 0. 35, and O. 38 · for the expressions 1, -. 
......., 









___.._,,....__ • . -.j. ' 
included in the calculation of these· values. •', ,, ,-
. \ . 
. ' ' 
·The . two non-linear time functions 
-~""·· Hyperbolic Function - L = · At 
t + B 




C-~ (6 e 6) , 
were also included and given special attention. Their weight~d 
...,. .... ,.,,.,1,,,.., ..•. 
. 
- standard er_r-ors of estimate were O. 56, 0., 36 resp,~ctively • 
. . 
The next -step · was _to comp_p.re. the behavior of these 
. . 
'. /. . . 
selected functi.ons. The bas·is for comparison· was · the co.ns-istency 




. __ purpose· curv~s were plotted and · the · correlation of-~c·tual . . '• 1.1. 
·•• • ',, 
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('I~,·-. . . ' . 
-. _··r-~la:xation data with· fitted values was· studied. · The ·applica.bi]..ity·-
of each·- func,tion . for long-term relaxation loss·. prediction was . ~ . . i - • ' 
. 
' 
· .· :also of mue~ .. im}?ortance ~ With this in ~ind s the f oilOWing obs~r .. ' 
· :Vations Were ·.made. . .. , . . 
. . , 
·' 
. t!,.' - . 
----~-
•, 
... ._ . J_.· 
. 
















.... . , able high SEE, this expression fi·t~ the data poorly. · This, func- -. 
·tion tends to predict an early completion of relaxation .(after 
. 
. 
__ :approximately-·-roo days) at ·a low. value. 
t 'h ,. 
". ... ~-' . ' 
-2) Expression (6. 3) fits ·the' .experimental cfa_ta well 'I 
-for the' first 500 days, but it yields ver:y high a~d unreasonable -. ..1 . . . 
long-term prediption -values-. 
,· 
3) _ _ Expression. (6 .1.J) 
initial period, up to .5 days. 
does not fit',. the data for the .,- - · 
-
' 
. . . --- -- ~ ._.. . . . ' . 1. . 
~' 
. 
The asymp.totic effect of · the t: : . . __ _ ,, 
term was negligib.le, and_ overshadowed by the other terms. Thus, · V 
no particular ~dvantage was d-etected for this expression~ JJ . 
" , -· . a 
. ll) ~I~ Expressiop (6. 2) ' L = A:i + Aa log t. + A3 (log t). ' .. ·c, "'· . . ( 
.. 
has the -lowes,t SEE., and shows ·consistency· in the natur:e of _pre-
-··· 
dieted values .• ~. , .. 
! 
,.<l. 
·- ... : 
, .. 
. . 





: ,·· .. 
-.- {6 .1) ·is inferior to Ex·pre~sion (6. 2) .. On the othe.r }:land, it -co1:1~ --~ · _--
. .. ta.ins one fewer term~ which· ·is·'-,·a ___ :_desirable- feat~re." Practicality 
. ' I 
·has to be. w~ighed against acc1:1racy. Fig. 9 (serni-1.Qg scale) ,, 
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. ;"i" . -v ., ' .: ...... ·-
. . _·, . 
' .. :·.· ..•. ' 
,".; . 
.··-.. -
. ' \ 
.r;_, 
. -·· ·· -~-·- -·shows clearly that, the two-te~m expres§iori ·-is a .cr~de.: fi.t ·of the 
"3 . 
. 
: fest data,· -ov~restimating "the 1=_()f,;S for th~ initial period· whiie 
.· underesi;_!.m~ting it at Iater--·-age·s ~ .. The te·st· dat~ shows a dis:tinc,t -:· 
~· . 
I . • 
... . curvature. which-Cannot be.· refl~cted, by. this .. linear relationship'.~, 
<• 
. • J.,1·. 
... ,,.17 . . 
.. 
----'-'--· .; . . ' . '-,) 
The exponenfial expression;t .= AtB,fs particularly 








l .! •·• . 
·. · . · in~eresting. Possess·!_!lg the characteristic .. of sinipli,ci ty, ,_i·t . 
, . 
···. (Fig~ . 9) .. ------i:t· ·appears to b;e:·.quite ad_eg:uate ·for· evaluati_ng tl1~~. 
. 
' ... ·. 
. . 
. . 
. . , 
· , relaxation· los·s during_ ~this ini·tial period. 
·:.1, '".' . _: ... '·. 
However,. for long-
• a 
. ---. term prediction, th~s •expression cons~st.ently yields. rela·t:tvely .: .· ·. ·. 
,... .. ,_ .. _, . .,.,.. ii' 
• • •.. .:, . ' .. ·~... ~ .... '"' •. ' 
, 
.. _ ..... "'· 
. ~-. . 





. ..... . 
. . ·~:- · ... ; '~' · .. •-_- •:, 
. 7). It was suspected that the long-term pr~¢1iction ---
capability .. may be improved by omitting ·· the d·a.ta for· the earlier 
rJ. 
period in th~ __ regression an~ly-sis. However,·. sev-eral trial· cal-... 




culations -showed·· the ·result to be unfavorable~.· · Any omission of·· 
-
··initial ·aa.ta proved detrimental ·in both the "goodn·ess" of the 
~ 
fit, .. and consistency of behavior •. 
\t 





· f!xpre;sion,L = !\J.. + A2 log t +. A a (log t) , isO.. the most satisfac~ · 
. . 
' . j• 
-~----· 
tory among all functions tried. On the ·other hand_,. the _·e·xponen-
. . . 
.. . - B . -
. -_., __ .. 





· first 500 days. It was decided to .carry ~oth . fun,Stio.ns into : the · 
- - -··-
, 
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.-----.... · .. ·.· .' · · .._. ·-·~··t-h~ree-dimensional analysis. . It .. was felt . that the -·exponential I 
i 
. . j 
. l 
--·-----·----------- (oi'.,: l':1 
11 
. ...... · .. 
. . . -·--. ------· -
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l ,, .. function could be us~d~ .for short-term estimation, while the · . . - - . -·· . . 
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5 8.nd 6 contain a SIJl1llllc!.r~ :of ,the regression coefficie~f$ . · · 
. . 
for al}- series of spE!cirnens. as ~valuated from the two-diffiensional ,: ~·. _ 
• 
· · · .. regresSion. ·!he. coefficients of ,the polynomial .expression, A1 , · . '""'" ..... _-., 




• • t.f 
--:-·:: f• .. --· -- . ' -
__...:-.--·--- '• 
,-_;:. · respectively. In the e·xt>onential equation,·_.the :·co~fficient A_ 
_·_·--~;--=-,-, ~- --~- -- ..... 
. ' . 
... --~- t·: .. ( .. ~ .... 
( .. . 
. 
- . . . 
"--- ··------ ; --·----·------. ... . . 
·-·----··-----·---·--,,~-~~_ .... , --. • --t-;--~--·--·--- • - -- • 
-
"' It~ • 






. ·',. ... · . 
. to O. 316. Despite· the wide va_riety ___ :_of the test series·, the. range .. 
. ' 
. of :constant B is relat,ively narrow·~. It is therefore,· considered ,, .;~ -~ ... -
. ·justifiable.· that in the ensuing 3-dimensf onal analysis, tB collld 
·:be ''treated:···.as-.a sep'arable .. function. - . ,,.,....,. .. 
· .. 
. '.• ,, . 
.. 
Nei·ther ·of·. the. two -expressi.ons indicated ari-upp~r bound.· 0 .. - . . 
. 
-~ . 
.. ,:•'-: . '. 
. . ,, -- ' 
., . 




. . . ·~ . '. 
. , -·r · · qal.ly, h~wever, it is. believed that· such is the case. Hen~e, _ 
-t;B C . 




.. , • 
- • ••, • 
.M ,•• ••• • .• ···.·.-· .... !,. .. , 
' was s.uggested-by K1ngham, Fi_sher, and Vies_t(:i.a), and discussed . . 
.. .. .. ~ ' . 
·_cc-"ll. --- -.~- -~---- --~ 
·~1. .• 
C ,, .. 
. ), 
- ,' 
. . \ 
.. 
. ' 
.......... , .. 
. .; ~ ... __ . . ' 
. • '· >,' 
.in Chapt~r 2.] ·. The results showed that this expressiQn fitted-·-
the data quite well, but· approacheo its _asymptotic upper bound 
val_ue in a short· .periocl of time, 300 - 500 __ days. The test d~ta, . 
on the other hand,· snowed a clear. trend--···of increasing loss at 
such -time •.. Therefore,. it is felt that tµis expression would . 
,;.)•' 
• l. j • .: • ~.' ... ~}-"'.J"""'" 
•. 
~~~. underestimate th~·1.oss at late~_.ages._· In c~ntrast·, although the 




.. the values. calculatee _from this -expression at a ti~e ·of 50 yea.rs 
. . . 
. ,°''• 
_appeared- ''reasonable"·. _· These v_~lues might be higher _.t~an the ,:_ -
,•·· 
'----· ' .... -'·6-
... :--· t.,.~."" ~ . . 
.l 
. ·-
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-actual yalues, but are cto·ns~dered acceptable. . .Furt.:he·r i·nv"e_stiga-
il,. 
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·tion ·of .. the asymptotic function should ·b·e·· made when more data. 
. become ·available •. • "c • 
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Computer_-Program .SREtAB·;_· ___ :_·--~-C-- ... ~- _.··~· ~:~.:. . . . . . . . .... ~-· 
--- ··--- , ..... - --· --~-----·---- ----··-··· -··-~-· -~-
. .:·· .' 
. . 
This program· pe-rforms _ a multiple reg--ression· analysis -- of 
. . -- -----~ . . .. . . .. 
,-
·the · relaxation test data ·from all series of specimens. s·upplied·:by 
: I . 
' . . ' 
the ·same manufacturer·, .. and of ·one st:rand size (e.g. all. AB speci~ 
,) 
,_. , rriens) • Thi\3 pro-gram can· easily be modified to _ analyze all series .-
.• - . ~t ' • . • 
1:g ,., 
from all: manufacture·rs •. "The indepen~ent variables in this· 
......... , ........ . 
analysis are ··time and initial stres-s level, while' relaxation loss . --- fr" 
. ' 
. 
is the depe!}de;nt variable. The linear .time subfunctions were 
• 4 . • • . 
. . - k'-1•• 




.. Sep~:r:'a·te subroutines WE!re. written for the -hyp·erbolic and • 
'. 
_ exponential functions •. Combined with each selected time.func- · 
'I" 
< 
.. - .. ~-;. 
i. ! -
. tion, the program is capable of testing, .. i-n one submission, eight 
... 
, .... ~ .,• . : . different- linear c·ombinations ._ o·f ··up to. four stress subfUllctions ~ 
.) 
·----------- ---- --· -· ------------- · --_ ----1 ·s · 
- , ' . '' ' ' 
I 
· :---- m~n ~ f. , to the guaranteed ·u1 titnate tensile strength, f . A 
- •. 1 ., - Ll · 
. . 
-phase· o~ dat~ rejection_ is pro~vided _in each of the- ---two main -- -
-· 
~-....... regres·si_on subrouti11es. .Data, wpi_ch reflect large. deviation from 
the fitted values from. the re·gl'.~SS_i.on analysis are. e-xcluded-,. and 
.., . • • ,.. • • I 
a second analysis . iE,; p~,;-J:Qrmell on the 1.'eJI\a1ning ·. d.ata. · SREl.AB ilas. 
' . • . .:.:-. a-- f 
. '. ..... 
. ' 
a ·number of addition'al featu:pes' and a descriptio·n .of the program 
j ., • 
. . '••· 
t -·--· . - , .. . ~ ..... :, .. . 
-~; ' -47- . .. 
... ',, 
! --~ .. 
·-' 
.... ---·· ' ... ". 
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:, . .. . .... . L . 
.. 
_.;:-T"·,:< 
.... :!· ' ' 
_ . .,.,,. ,. 
' • . 
•... ~ .· 
·----~ ,. -
= ' -a .,.z-
. : _' .--: . . , ..- -- ··--· 
provided·in Appendix 2. 
' .' 





. . ' expressions. In this case, the form of .the regression-
' ' ' 
- . . 
. . ~ . 
. '~:~ :~-- - :i-==cc;~"" .,i~,_- .;---,·.. .-NF .. · .. NG- -
. ' E . L'(t ,s) __ ~- I: ,. 
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. where: 
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·--. -~(t, s) 
'. ·1 · ·----:. 
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= ·Fitted v-alues of relaxation. loss,. in percentag~. of 
-initial stress. . ,,. 
r 
= ·time_;. number of. days after initial. stretching.-----. 





= stress_variable, )> exp~essed as ratio of ini tia.1- ,.s·tress , 
-
-· fi, to guaranteed ultimate stre~gth,. fu .... 
... ~ .. ::::~~ 
' 
' 
= time, and stress subfunctions re-spectively. 
. ' 
-
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· mize ·· SS, the swn· __ 9f square- ef the 'residuals. •" 
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Thus:· 
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··SS 
. ,., --··. 
N 
=·E 
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4 where . N is total number of data~. '. · bif ferentia--ti-iig -with . respect .. 
. • I 
. 
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· The an"alysis :for·· the exponential functions ·. was more· .. 
' ' ' ' ·''"·:, •, 
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· '.involved. ··. The b.asic assumption that· the tim(;! function is .......... f . 
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·~eparable was made ... Thu~:f, the regression function may be wri,tt~: , .. 
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The .last:_ formulation ·represeri.tS a set of m linear sirriultaneous 
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· .•· ~l to elm. cOe:ff i9ierit B is determined through ati iterative pro- . 
· ... ·.· .. ·i.·. · .· .·· · Cedure controlled by ·the magllitllde of the sum of Squares. ThE!-
. final.·value of -B ·:is·/'the .-on-e--which-- c·Q .. rresponds-. to the~minimum·. sum _______ , __ _ 
. 
. .of squares . 
. .. . ~. 
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- _The .. ~nalysis .for the -h.yperboli:~ time function · wou!-d be ,·. 
• < 
< • 
. similar to that for .. the -expqnen·tial. function, described- above. 
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... ~ ', . r. ~ , . 




.. · • ~he· time •... fu1:1ction would tak~ the. form . of t · + B , whe:r:~ B is to be 
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· time ·functions considered were those which demonstrated desirable -
chal'acteristics in ·the two-dimensional .. analy~is. These include 
' the ·three-term linear _ (:_Qml>i:nation. of logarithmic subfunctions' 
L' 0: -:..-'.: -
. and the exponenti~l---time function. Consequently, the · re·sulting 
., 
· ·. -.·.,-,;::gene,r.al- -expres.sion of lo·ss- .·had e·ither of the two forms. 
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' A :total o·f · 8 stress fUil~tions · (two contained three_. terms, the 
otper· six two-terms)- were· trie,d. , By"' inspect,ing the magni·tupe of 
the SEE, ~ t was possible to" narrow .the choice to thr_ee .. 
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When combined wi.th-,.the If.near combinati.Qn -of the- logarithmi.c 






·function, ~~h~se _.stres·s'·~·functions resulted in SEE values .cif ··" ·. 
o~s2, 0.31, 0.27 respectively. When combined with .;the expom,m_,-, ', ·. I I .. I 
••• " 
.... , ·,··· ·:, J 
· ·· · ··. · ·. tial function t B, the mag~itude of SEE WE!re O. 51, 0. 31.J., .. 0. 31 
· · . ·: '"..,.1.•-':,1."1.:. .. ,,.~~;i,:n· - · · 




. _ <respe,ctively. Further inspection -of thes·e· three stress-.. func-. 1 · _.·. 
~ion~, :·as - to their. c.ons·i.sten·cy .wit;h a~tµ_~l .. data. (Fig_. e,~O)., ' · 
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· · and stress · should not'' be applied ·~over . the whol~ range.,6 of initial.. 






¢' ' ; • three-term combination g .- · = 1; s, s 2 · gave the best results,· arid·. 
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· it was selected for complete development. The·· two-term combi-· 
3 \, 
nation g. = 1·; s-·-:could be -used. It was rejected since, ·in J 
i;- . 
. addition .to a slight_:Ly l~rger SEE aS· compared to the· three-term 
expression, the cubi·c- .term- also. adds ·complexity to the calcula- · .. 
tions. 
•. 
The .Parabolic stress fri.nction is applicable to the 
. . total range of initial stress considered· in this investig~tion, 
namely O .- 50 f to O. 80 f . · The curvature· of. the· function, how-.. . . u u 
ever, was found to be small in the lower range from 0.50 f .to 




Further investigation of this character show~d that 
-· the linear stress combiliation,' gj = 1, _ ~- will. quite satisfa:c_torily 
. 
' . 
~pproximate the tru~ · behavio.r in~-this- range of low str.esses. · Fo~ 
practical purposes, the applicability of" this linear (combination 
"' . 
. - . 
. 
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_ could be· stretched up to O. 70 f , wq.ich should be considered the· . . . ·. . . u . ' 
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~over the ~hole range of initial stress, 0 .·so f u to O ~ 80 f u. · The ~ _ 
~ ----·-·---· -· linear. combination··g. ·="1~ s can b~ used only--if the. initial· --·-·. ----- --~-- - _ _..:___ J ' p. . . 
. 
,o,,,.,- .. ,, 
· ·, -~s-tress is res:tr-ict-ed wi-thin a narrower range of · 0 . 50 fu to ·_ - ... 
. . -. -
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~omparis.on of the-1 2-D and 3-D Analyses. - ·· 





After the selection of the str~ss.function~,.the 
' ... -~.-:: . 
- ,· 
• --0, .. 
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analysis _ was closely i.nvest:lg_§!.°1;_ed.. . Referencqe is -made to Figs .. · 11 -
·and ~2 ,· which compare · these · three-dimensional relationships to 
. . 
' the1r two-dimensional count~,:rparts. -Fig·. 11 shows no subst·antial 
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·cha.Il.ge in the behavior of the. ·second ·degree,. semi-logarithmic 
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.polynomial. In both·_ analyses, the fun,ctional expre-ssion fits the 
test data very well. . One should k·eep in mind that. in ,the three.:. 




\I • and .all regression coefficients-were directly dependent on both 
time and stress. 
The.· exponential function, on the ..other hand,- underwent 
' 
s-bme change (Fig .r 12) , particularly at the high stress level. A 
ceJ'tain deviat-ion can be se·e11, and the function, does not give ·the 
very good fit of the· 2-D analysis. Fr.om a practical _point of 
view, however., · the re·sults may still: be consid~red acceptable. 
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·· In . the worst Case ,. the devia1:ion in the magni tµ<le of loss. was • ... ~ .. 1-i"' 
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- _: 0. 5 ·percent .. · This devia.ti'~n can ·be attributed. to the'' fact that 
--
· tB was treated as a separab:t.e function, making B independent of . . . 
. I 
--.----,-.,- ·---· " . 1,:.• 
• I 
stres.s ... :It was "noted earlier (Section··--6.3.2) ., that the value. of·, (} ·,·• .. ·, .. - . ~ . . 
.. 
,,.,.....,. .. 
B in the 2-Il analysi·s was rea_s·onably uniform, ranging fJ:iom 
\ 
_1/. . . 
. 
-- O.lSl--to 0.316-. Ne·vertheless, -a va.riati.on in· !the B value-J- exists. · . . 
It -is the-refore ___ ~to. be e'xpecte_d tr.ia.t a three-_dimensional analysis .-
·con-rta_i.ning a. separable time function- c_ould not. produc,~ a. ·very 
·, 
~ . 1 
.. ,. . . 
. 
. 
. · ~lo.se· approxi~at~on. However, it s~ould be·emphasizecl once . :::..· ! 
' more, th~t . the :val up of ,,Pr'itctical signif i-can~e . is ·_the remaining 
' s:tI'ess in ·the strand after a certain time. A ·relative error in 
the los·s -·p·ercent~ge of 100 percent. may mean only a sma·ll relative 
-
error in 'the'V~lue of-the stress remaining. . -
6. 6 Pro.po.sed . Relaxation Equations 
With the above observations ·· ~n mind~ the second degree 
I. 




· . ., . initial 500 days, and as a reas·onable long-term p:redict.ion func- 4' 
tion. For the latter purpose, two fixed ~ime points, twenty and 




and tot~ -life of the· bridge memb·er. The nine-coefficient 
. gener~l expression of loss has. the form (as given on the next· 
page): 
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A· sununary of the regression coe.fficients for each seri~s is given 
in Table __ 7. The.results of the regressiqn analysis,-computed 
":' \ from Exp'ression (6·. 7) are_shown in Figs. 11.J. through 18. 
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·. · , Ai1:hough Expr.~Ssi~n · (6. 7). · yields verY 'Close estimated· 
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l . ;,.. '• •• 
· -~ .. !~~~es,· withsnine coefficients it does not·lend itself to praCt:i- . 
. . -··· 
-·~-~·: · .·. cal /·.use ... · :In this restlec-t .· the, .. exponential functi'i:>n · has the , C. 
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-aclyantage of b·eing. simple, yet; providing ·~easonab~e. ~resµlts-. · It.";· . . 
I . 
-~-~,·.-:· \. 
' ... -~··,I." : .is: ;thought that . the exponential ·:formula.tion: can, for p.ractical ''. . 
• 1,-.J, ... 
'•· . 
-: , .·purposes, ·be used during the first. 500 days·.· .. The expre·ssion has,,:.· 
·. the · f cirm·: · · " .- . ·4· . .. · .. 
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The values of these regression ~coe·fficie.nts for. each series· are 
.. summarized .in Table 10 •. , 
••"l--
·"' ~ 
The analysis,·. so far, used .data from each manufacturer 
and each size separately. This was. don~ to reveal the effects 
,- .,- ,., 
----- ·-- - . ' 
. of. "manufacturer' as well as strand size on the relaxation loss .. 
,;,... ,. . 
T-he findings will be di.s__cus-sed later. In_ s,pi te of the apparent · · 
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. ' . 
formed. ,s·i;rc·e the· ages ·of test specimens are differElnt' this 
·1. .• 
arialy_sj.s/ ·was based on data from the first 149 days only, which 
~ -· ' 
.; 
' .,..bn_..n .. ,...,.., .... 
,. . c~r·responds to the· age of the; "youngest" specimens. · . This was, 
. ·· -/done to avoid any· pospihle bias , ·and to assure equal weigh_t ·for 
. .. ... 
. ' . 
. -
' . .. 
-. • • 1 
,I .all data from all specimens.. Unified coefficients ~ .. f the general 
. . .
expression of. loss \'lere obtained, and are shown in Tab·le .11'". 
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, . --· . j, . ' The· exponential formulation for:possible e.valuatien of· 
·../. .. . the loss · during the ina. tial 500 days • is: 
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Calculated values ·from these expressions are plqtted .. t --· - -·~, 
h • 
·in·Figs. 18, .. 19, and 20 •. 
'-• -'---· ·' 
• I 
. ' The significance and applicability o_f these unified ·· 
, .. 
fonnulations will be discu.ssed ··in a later chapter.( 
. ', 
• 1.;... In the foregoing.discussion, emphasis has been placed 
~ on-·the_ . .Jthree_-·term par~bolic stress function. It. was pointed out 
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the · two-tet-in linear Stress flliiction is adequate. The general_ \. 
eqllation of .. loSs reduces. to the following: 
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The ·regression coefficients · in these equations for different 
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· · With ·cill series combined, the· predictioR equation 
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. .. . . ' . SO ye·a~s -loss, and ·the e~ponen1,:ial· ~qu~tion for .the -initial--,- , 
-- f 
. , period t~he following forms: (f cir f i . = 0. 50 tci · 0. 70)· . 
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6.7 Sources of Error . . 
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. The reliability 7 t_est results and findings in this ---~-=~--~-,'._. 
-
0 
\ inv-estigati-6n is directly related · to ·the ·reliability of the test · () 
. 
. J . data·used in .the ~~alysis~ The following is a brief discussion 
. 
- of ·possible sources of. error and their_ signif·icance. 
Elas.tic rebound .of the relaxation frame leads to viola-
tion · of ·the _ constant length requirement, the basic cond1.-tl"oi1 :---of ·---~--"'-.. 
( ...• 
a rel~xation te~t. In reality_, the relc1.xation frame and all 
. 
, p'arts of the-.:.measuring assemb'ly· do not ·behave 'rigidly' but 
__ ... _., ... ..---
·--i--.. -----:-rather have an .. elastic rebound.. 'rhus·, the .force measured, 
~.. · .. \ 
... F elastic, is more than the force, F -rigid, ,when no elastic ... 
----· 
.......... /' ··t 
. 
. ~-
-rebolln,d is considered. ___ !Pe correction factor ; :i:~~ic was cal-
" -
-culate(.:l and was· found to range· fro}Il 1~018 to 1.,.033 as lower and . • • • . . f -- . . , ..... 
. 
_. upper .limi·ts •. This. was conside]:\ed .of little ._practi·cal · . - ., -··- ·--·----- - --~- -- - - ---• ~ ·Q 
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.. s'ig~:if ica~q:~ and .. no J~~orre.ction· was necessary. 
. . - . ' ..... _ . . . 
.. ~;--. . . . ·· . , ·- -'- -.-~--~\-
.-. ' . ~-- . 
..: '•t-' I f 
s1ippag~ 1of-. th~· 'tens,ioni_n~ str~a · is another:: source_·~:.> 
. ' 
. - . ~ 
of'. ·e,rror •. -It was po.ir.it.ed· out ear lier (Section lf.1) , that dial . 






_possible /s~lippage •. The re·adings, however,· .are_~~!lbjected to·: 
error due' t-o frict1on o·f strap, vibrations,· tensioning of strands,.· . . .. ' 
-
.. 
· and .othe:r mechanical disturbances. Hence; no corrmction~ · were,, 





~--·m"d~ _based o.n these ·reading$; . ..:-__, '.c\•:.......i --:· -
·' ·--~ 
. -- · cell. 
r A major possible source of error could b,e the load 
-' In order to mea$ure the, forc-e, the load eel.I -has 1to deform. · 
...... 
rhis deform~tion, a contributor to the elastic rebound of the 
relaxation frame,· ·is small compared to the length of the specimen · 
. . I~-·~...,,._,:,-::::--:-·~-~ .,¢,;+- ~-.. :.r---:-• ._...._., -- : ,._ - --· '\ 
~d may be neglected. - The · zero r_eadings . of load cells tend· to ' 
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drift with time (up to SO units) . In order to acco-unt for this· 
z.ero shift and to improve the' ·accuracy of the test. data, the 
jacking arrangement was designed to_ allow c.omplete unloading of 
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extensively in Section tf..2.2 •. Should the.calibration ,of the 
. i:riternal· load ·cell change·, a· correction is possible after the 
.,, 
test is :completed~ 
. .,. 
• . ·,I:n a number of ·OC-qasions-, the indicator ·unit was 
damaged and had t9 be rep.aired. This· could. have affected ·the 
_;r;•espons.e of the indicator, and led to deviations :in ·test dat~. 
• j J. • . 
' 
The foregoing discu_ssion · shows· ---th~·t, in sp~ te of· the · · 
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··: ·,care ·taken,:, the experimenta·l · data c,;>uld · be· in · er~or. · So, it was · . ~ - I •. • • • , 
l -.l--
.• ( _. . 
·····-- 1 
·_ --felt t-hat a me~supe should·· be· taken· ,.during the analysi·s to 
. 
. 




• • this . reasoll., · ,a rejection phase. was inclua·ea in· the · regress_ian~~-: · 




· ·:tion twice. !he· standard erro-r of est~mate "Yi7ere reject~q. Th~n,, 
./ 
· a second_ regression was pe~forme,d-···'"with all data remai1ning. 
·. In summary, a number of pQs.sible- sources of.error· ex·is't~· 
'' I 
-
. \ . 
. 
· -~-------but--much care is d~vot.e,~, -either to their e·liminatioJ?., or· to ·· 
... ' . -
· determination. of their probabl~ magnitude. . The· significance · of 
. \ . 
·· a number of errors · can be determined after the t.est is completed~ .. 
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-_ rather accurately·, during .1:he ·initial period up. to -500 da.ys· •. - In ·._ · ' I • '• • 
• 
this regard Expression ,· (6 :,.7)~"gives the best results~ while . the . ' 0 ,· • • • 
.• 
' 
.. : .· 
.. ~ . . ,,... 







that r~asonable long-t~rin prediction can be ·achieved bY, means .of . 
' ' 
,. 
~:xpression .(6. 7) • 
·- -....- : - . 
. . ' 
. t · . Despite the'larg~.variety of the several controlled 
. ·:r::2paraJl)eters, the· correlation between the' fitted loss values andi 
the experimental data was ... q·t1ite satisf~ctory ~ This is. shown in 
Figs. !~·through 18 for individual series; hased on results 
obffilined from Exp:r~ssion (6·. 7) ,• Tables · 6 and -7 show that the . · \. 
. 
standard errors of _estimate for most specimens are re~sonably 
,(; ' 
· 1ow. The e_stimated relativ·e error in the value of---t-he stres-s 
., _ .•,- ··: 
. . 
1 ., .... :.- .' 
remaining is well below"·--2 percent._ 
·- . -~~ I 
The -experimental resqlts show beyond any doubt,-·that 
~elaxation continues far Q~YQJld the· iOOO hours duration reported • r...,,t ... ~l)l')~!/)-,-..tf" 
. r,. '. 
in some earlier,studies. Even at an age of I.J.411- days (over ' 
"· . ~ d 
-
~o 'oo·o h~urs) ' the experimental date!, still C show a tendency of: , . 




- -- -- --·-·········· 
';, .... 
continued !elaxation, without approaching.any ultimate value • 
The p.ercent~g,e · loss, in some cases, · has already -exceeded 13%, and, 
the· ·tendency of "!:lending over" reported in the preI:iminary inves- · · ·_ 
'-24 
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.·- · ·· .· · .. For• long-term· projection, Expre·s~ion {6. 7) .was applied -·· 
· • ·.. . · 1 • · • • · · • i 
' . .- '" .' 
,, ....... ·,1 ,._ 
. I ••• 
• . \ ··.~· l, 
' .. 
. . . ,. 
,, 
·, :to two fixed ages., approxim~tely corresponding to. the.· ha·lf, - · 
• ···--·-·--·-··--· ,.. • I 
_., • 
and tq_tal life ·o:f the bridge membe~ .• The . results show,, that . one- . 
: ' l 
. . . . 
. . 
. ' . . 
<. half~-of the· SO-year .. loss occurs at"-· around so·o--,- 200, and. SO .days 
. ,, 
·~.·-· . 
:_ · _·for initial ·.stress · of O. SO,. 0. 65, ·- and· -0. 80 .f respec.ti v·ely •· ·It 
. - ' . . . . . u ·. 
• llo " 
. ' • • • 





· pan also be .ol:>served that ·the loss at 20 years (half-life of the 
. . 
membe~) is· abou.t -85% o_f .. th·e ultimate .value .. The predicted 
.i 
. .. ::.. 
() , ' . . -
·o· 





ul.t!mate values at 20,000 days (approxjmately 51.J. years) were in.· · 
··--. .. ~-
.,~,, 
. J-. ' 
· . ranges 8 -lll-, 13 - 20, 16 - 24 percent of the 0.50, O.qS, 0.80 t' 
. .. . . . ' u ;· 
_____ · initial stresses respectively .. ,. Table· ·12. contains a sununary of . · · ··•·•·· 
. ' . 
: the .prediction values for each series after 500 days, and after 
·--..J '. ··.; 
_, .. 





OmissiQn of data ftrom the in~ tial period for the pur-
,,..,:.,;,. . ······-.I.~ I 
pose of better ·long-term projection yielded erroneous results--.· 
The use o.f short-term data, however, proved ·to -have some signifi- · 
.> . 
',.!,) 
cance.. For/prediction_ over the first 500 d-ays, extrapolation -
p .. 
. ex.:teflding from· test data of short, duration will yield acceptable 
., 
I 
results. Nevertheless, it is not reconunend~d to project wi~h 
data. from less than 21.J.O ho.urs. - For long-term ·projection_ data of 




... : '· : " , ciently safe to extrapo]__ate the test -,duration ·by one order of . 
magnitude (o~e cycle on loga·rithmic stjale), but-· care must- be ... 
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··.'; relaxation is . not ne'gligible- even for initial. stresses below ······I'··•· .. · .............. . 
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. Oe.50 f (sottre previous studies set the limiting lower initial· U . ' . ll; 
" • • 
' • 
• 
. ._'.:._· · -~----- . st·ress close to. this li~iting value). Fo~ this. st:r~ss· level the .. 






-· · ,·data sthows losses- as high- as 7°/o· of the initial s-tress:· after the:,, : ... 
- • • I 
. .....,.. 
· .. ·first S·OO days., -and _for some .. series, the prol;>able ultimate. loss 
· re·a~hes 15%. . These values lead to the beli.ef· that these strands···-
might undergo s\gnificant re'laxation losses even When the initial 
· stress is lower than O. 50 f • It is interesting to· note_ that the __ u ;,_ .. _ , ..... ,),',J 
r 
. • ,. Russian Gode specifies .0.37 f. as the limit below which relaxa-... · u 
tion--loss is negligible ., . For. the range of initial stress O. 5.0 f 
. - u 
to 0.80 f., it was obvious that the loss increases with increas-. - u 
•· 0 
. -, ... ,. 
ing initial stress.· The! --behavior over the whole stress range was , 
not linear,. and a parabolic relationship was proposed. This 
relationship, however, is quite close to linearity inthe range 
O. 50 f u to O. 70 fu. Above this range, _ the loss, increases rapidly 
.r-
with increasiµg ini~ia~ stress and the behavi~r'cleviates sharply . 
I 
[f'o- .. 
,.from _lineariity. · 
· The test specimen~ .. suppli~4_ by -the different nianufac-
·- .,. . VJ ---·---
" turers suffe·red different relaxation -losses. In Figs. 22 and 23·-~ 
•: / 
' . &, 
---
curves by the 3-D analysis are _ compar.ed for the three rnanufac-· 
turers at three initial stress levels. In general, strands from , ...... 
MB:nufacturer C,_ suffered lower losses. _than the other two. In 
J 
' ' 











. .. strands., Manufacturers C and. u· show comparable· losses, while 
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~ L • ' . 
· · higher loss. :--.For the 1)2· _in~~· . st~ands, specimeps from Mariufac- i"/.'.-
. ' ' . 
·, . 
· ·. ·turers B· and U ·show -comparable behav:ior; both ·~suffer . h~gh l.osses ·--: 
• • I 
~.-than those of Manu:faqturer C. 
. ... -··-·------
. . Two different strand. sizes were included. -in this study,. · ... 
. ·. :With ,l]Ominal diameter of 1/2 in. and 7/16 in. resp;ct.ively. 
. 
. 
. Those of .1/2 in. size ~how, in general, higher losses than those·· 
. 
. 
· ~f. the· smaller ,size (Fig_s • 24, 25 ~. 26) .• · 'this is par~icular ly · . 
ctrue for the SQ% !nitial stress, -and for ·t~me beyond the initial 
100· .days· •. While this e~fec_t of the strand aize is rather mild ,[ 
...... 
for strands from Manufacture'rs B and C·, it is quite pronounced 
.I 
for ·strands from Manufact·urer U. 
. An . attempt was made , to apply one single 'analysis _to 
. 
. ' the combined data from ~11 _s-eries, disrega.r.d.ing any effect of 
-
man.ufacturer &nd strand size. A total of 1077 pieces .of data 
-~ was included in the regression analysis •. The standard error of 
estimate developed by Expression (6. 7). __ was O. 79, and the correla- · 
tion with the actual data was satis··r actory (F.igs. 19, 20, 21) • _ 
..,.,,..,,···· .,,,,,.: . 
The predicted loss values at 500 days and 20,000 days are within 
. ' 
reasonab~e lim;i. ts; when compared with val~es obtained for indi-
. . 
. 
vidual, ~eries (Table 1~) • · The induced ~el,.ativ~ error in the·' 
. ,. 
estimated value of the remaini.ng stress .:J..s only two to f:i.ve pe·r..:. . 
. 
.-- _ ... p~nt of_ th~ ~emaining s.-t-r-ess ·. Thus, the unified formulations, · 
mentioned i1:t Se.ction 6. Lf.. 2, may .. -be "used within' the limitations of 















·--~---··:·:·_ .. ::___ __ --- ---· ·-------~-~--- - -~ 
·effect ~of manufacturer and strand size should be taken __ in·to' .. 
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·All .. : the· expressidns .de.veloped were 'based on 
. . ,, '·' 
. 
relaxa-
.tion (cons·tant ... length) data • 
.. 
In an actual_pre~tressed·concrete 
'. 
member' the time~dependent concref'e . strain would caus~. the 
length of the strand to change ·and ,. the re:laxation loss of.pre-
.. 
·stress·. would be different. A modification.,of formulas developed·· 
might be required, when results from the simulation and-constant 
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-,- --~:,:-Basea on ·res.ults from_fo-~ty .. r~1axat:ton ceons-tant--_~. 
. . . < ------ . . - . . ' - ' 
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. • 
. • qO> 
' 
, ,_.'. '. ·· --;~length).· tests of dµration tip to 4411- days~:the. f.ol_lowing ·conclu-
.. .,. . 
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. }sions. were ·drawn··: I , I ' -~_f:, 
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1. ·strands from Manufactu·rer C -have ·the lowest po-ten-
•, : . _ .. .,, . 
- ' . . . -- _' ~ . 
'• 
-, ·tial for. relaxation loss, while strands from Manufacturer B 
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\ I , 3. 
'~ . ' . -
The relaxation loss 'it~pends strongly on the initial 
.. I 
-stress in th.e strand.~ There is an in.dication that loss·es are not·· 
' . 
negl4.gible even for initial stresses below -~. 50 . fu.. For· the 
, I . 
stress -range O. 50 f -to O. 80 f, ,- a parabolic relationship exis-ts u u . 
· ,. between loss and initial. stress.· .For a narrower stress range 
/ i. 
0.50 f to 0.70 f, a linear relationship may be used. u u ' 
- ' 
-
· 4. Test results up to lt~l.f. days show no indication of 




S. The best surface-fit for the test data .was a 
. ._ .. 
·• 
-_.second ,de_gre·e ·;semi-logar:i.thmic time polynomial, combined with 
-
- . 
· a parabo.ti.(;?. stress funct·ion. Th~ -~xp-onentia]~, 3-Dil}lensiqnal 
· - _ B - · f. . _. .. ' f • a . 
- . - · 1 -. 1 . 
~xpress_ion L = t [AJ; +-A 2.f + A~ (f } l may, alterl)afely, be 
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· ·"'· .. , .. · · .us·ed ~or estimating ··t]:te loss ~uring · t"he initial 500 days. For· .. ! . '},'r 
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· ·· · .. stress range O. SO· fu to O. 70 ,fu, the · squa~e terni · (f) coul~ be 
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· ·.-. .µl.timate loss value-at 50 years (total life of member) may be · · 
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L = ~20.11 + 82._.61 :_fi + lll.S (i) 3 ... f .. u u . . 
- ~ . 
,• 
For initial stress in the r~~~ 0. SO· to O. 70 f u, the foregoing· 





f, = t 0 •235 (S.80 f -1.45) . and 
. u ----
·. ' 
. f .. 
· L = 34.68 f -6.90 
u 
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. of the\ u.ltimate loss occurs dq.ring the first 500, 200, · 50 ¢lays \ 
., 
· for the 'tqree i·nitial stresses, respectively. Also,. the predicted-· . 
· 1oss at 20 years is·· about 85% of the· ultimate value. I . 
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A review · of the f ~re·going conclusions. ·should be made, ·· ·· ,. ····-
when reSults from simulation and constant length "(:ests~ as well 
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as relaxation· data of l"Onger duration, become available.· 
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·3 General View of Relaxation Test Setup 
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Fig . . 5 Jacking End Arr~ngement 
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Three~ Dimensional Regression 
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. 305 FORMAT< /di I 7 -10 X, ~REGRESSION WITH LINE AR~ T !ME ·FUNC.T I-ON-~---~:> 
_306 FORMAT(/// I, 10 X, ~-REGRES.SI0t4 WITH HY:PERBOLIC TI Mt~, 
----=--1-~·~F =-U. NC T I.~O~N:__~-=-) __ --:.._.··_. ____ .............__ __ ___: ____ __;___ _ ~--307 F·ORMAT(////,10X,~RE~RESSIOf'l WITH ·EXPOl~ENTIA.L .TIME~, 1 4 ·. -F U NC T _J: 0 N -\t > 
_ 
_ 308 FORMAT{/,10X,.\tREGRESSION· AN.ALYSIS DOES .. NOT INCLUDE DATA);. -1 ~ . RE J EC T I ON.:;. "l . 
-----:....---:._;_.-
' . .. , .... ..;..~,··· . . 309 FORMATC/,10X,-~REG.RESSI0N ANALYS.IS INCLUDES· OATA1-, - . 
'j 
-
_ 1-~ RE J ~_Q_T_lO N_~_,_1_0 X-., "'.BA~J 0- HI 0-T H FA QI_O R l 4 , F 7, 2) , ?., ..• .. ,., .• ,, 310 FORMAT(////,10X,•COMPLtTE OUTPUT•> 
-----=3~11 FORMAT<// IL_, 10 X, ~ou.TPULOF ·aRIGI NAl DA TA -~SUPPRESS~O~)_ . 312 FO.RMA.T'f'////,10X,~O.UTPU,T OF OR:L-:.iINAL DATA ANO RESIDU.ALS-~, 
· . _ 1 4 SUPRESSED'f). ·· - . · = · · 
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31 ~ . F O RM AT ( / / / / , 1 0 X ., ,\t OUT PUT OF 6 RIG I ~J A L O A T A , RES IOU AL S ," .r. , 
____ _-.,,1=-.__.--=-A.:..=..:.N,0 FIT1'EO DATA SU-PRLSSE.O~> 
_ 
_ __ .____ _ 314. FORMAT C /, 1 DX_, -V-PU-NCHED OUTPU.T OF _R:EG-<RtS_S I ON COE FFIC ~t:NT S1·~ :-
-~315 FORMAT C /, 10 X, ~OUT_P~.LQF OAT 4_ FOR STANOARO ___ ·VA-»LU-ES OF_1~_~> 316 F O RM AT < / ./ / / / , 1 C X · , ~ UN T ·r S OF -[))A TA : ~. > · _ _ _ --·-;---·----------~ . . · 317-···fORMAT<.(L.-1..LQX,~RELAXATION LOS~ :.;t,_sx,~-FER CENT OF.tr, 
---~·-~-. 1·.v.. -I N I T I A L -s--r·p E S s~> 
. .. . 318 FORM A J C ./, 1 0 X , .\<:TIME : ~., 16 X ,\t D -~ Y S 'f > ~. . . . .. ~ 
. ---- -----"----·~· 
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.. '.. ·, .. ·-, ,~'.---~..:-._--·'~--3·s·Url,.F·B 2 NFUi'JC,KGU CB,4>, NGU (.3_) 
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101 WR. r ·r E ( I_ O , 3 0 2 > < A·G E :( I , J > , S S S < I , J ,1) ; I= I A , IE > 
·GOT0104 
' 102 00 103 J=1,NR 
C . OUT.PUT OF ·RESIOUAL_·s . , 
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- --~---· . - -------------~ l •• • • ~ • 
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. ·... :. W,R·l TE ( IO , 3 0 1 > · ., 
0 0 1 0 0 I= 1~N~S:..._......;. _____ ...;.,._ _______ ~~....--.------_..........----~____;..;__..;,._ 00 1CO-J=1,.NR 
---c-o=-0-=-·__.1 no- K= 1, NP . ~ 
100 MAR<I,J,K)=MBL 
-C\Al.L OUT R·E X (ST R, 2) · 
102 CONTINUE . · 
~~~0~0~1.C6-N=1,NFUNG 
DO· 104 1==1,NS 
. .. . 
'· 
__ _..:o::;._;o;;.._-·_.;;;1;;;;;....;;,Q 4 J = 1 ,~P-....;....,., _-___ _____:.___.;_.....;._.._:.,;... ___ _...;....., ____ -_··-· ~--,.-.;._· . _.....,,_ __ __.:.;_ __________ _____.;.;.~ 
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00 1 u 4 K= 1, ~JP 
.. . 1 0 .4 '}J A R ( I_ , J , K > = M 8 L 
. . . -...... '. - . 0 0 1 0 5 L = 1 ,--- N G -----
J .. 
.. ___ ~N__c::...G_=~N __ ;; u (N> 
105 KGll)=KGUCN,l) 
' I F C N1.R E GR • N E • 1 > G O T o· . 1 -D 3 .c___:::__.____:...-~--=--..:::.-:;__---~-:,..:;. ........ - ----'--~~~~_.,_.....~-----_c_:..~~.....:...: CALla. R.EGRES 
GO.TO 100 
---~~. . ~-~~----------~--¥__.;.;..~~-~~~~~~- .. '\s -..... - ,~ 103 CALL HY-PEX -
,. .. . 106 CONTINUE ~ 
----~. _  3 0 0 F O ~ M t'\ T { 1 H 1 , / / , 7 X , -~ S ER I£ S,;. , 8 ( 5 .X , A 4 ) ) 
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. :, _· C ... AND INIT.IAL. SIRES~ ~- . . . ·-~- ·_ --=- ,. . . • 
-·-~ c-, :-. ·-·--·---·--.o-··· ··-··· ············ .......... , ..... _.. I. . 
- • 
' 
·-.. -- ... ___ ,_ _____ £·_.t 
. I 
'· 
' ... ·\,_,:-. 
....... 
.. . . 
/ 
.. ( . ~ 
.. ·... C·Oi1t-1Qli/_RE LA X8/ SIR< 8, 5 O, 2 >·-,RES ( 8 ,_5._Q_,·2.l .,·SI,Q (8 ·,.5-·0 >. ,_ NE_-,·KF {..6.)-1.·, 
· 1 , NG , KG < 4 J ·, G ( 4 , 8 l ., A ( ·2 4 , 2 4 > t 3 ( 2 4 ) , R ( 2 4·) , R. T C 6 , 4 ) t N R E GR , 
2 NR E J E 9 f\J O UT P , N S TA N , N CO E F , A GM I ~J , AG MA X , FA C , NP-, NT , N S I:; , f\tR E ;- ··· 
. . 3 SU M , F B 9 NF U NC .9 K GU ( 8 , 4. > , N GU ·c 8 > 
_ . , , _ . :;.J 
• _.J ., ·, ' 
· COM ~1 ON IQ~ UT/ A GE < 8 ? 5 0 l , MAR C 8 , 5 OJ_ 2 ) , ~I AME ( 8 ) , FI tilli > , NS , N R ·· 
. COHMON/HEAD/Mt1AC2) ,MM8(2>.,MMCC10l,-fftM.DC'4) ,MME(2) ,MMF(2), ~- · 
. ' 
___ 1MMG, ~1f'*IH, }!BL ,·MAS, MPL. ,M AA, MCP, ~1 A;, A.GS C 24 > ,s.'r:;·(.6) 
· 0 I Mt. NS I ON. E ( 1 0 -, 2 4 > , H ( 4 , 6 > , S S T ( ·2 4 , '6 ) , T ( 4. , 6J · 
I0=2 
. ·Go TO (11=?,105.,114). MR·· 
. . 114 I F < N RE ~ R • N E_!__! ) GO.. TO -10 2 . · 1 
C GENERATE VALUES OF :-TIME slJ.6fUN·CTI0NS fO;R s~rA.NOARo.··TIME 
fl,;,! ' , 
____ O.::c-=-0--=-1 0 0 I =-1., NT. ,. · .· · . '! ·--
· E < 1·, I ) = 1 o 0 
.r.-E<2,I> =AGS<I> 
---'-~ -- .-----~---------,.-------~_.,___------------~---
. . . 
t' . 
. . ' 
· . 
E ( 3 , I) =AG S __ [ I l .\t· AG S (I) --'- -~ ,_ ... ; · · , .. ,... . .. 
_._........,... ______ .. _E·_< 4., l")~= AGS CI> 11- E C 3; _I-'--l ____ ---:,;....,...........·,...·~___.;...,.,:,.~--............... -------______;,..'"'""----"----'-'---;, ;.;..;.. .  _. : ··· 
E C 5 , I ) = t. < 3 , I > ~ E < 3 , I > ,c5' 
. . .. . • <'r'--~ --.. 
. '·, ·, . . '·· ,. . , . 
. , ,· · ' .. · ·.· · ..... · · . :. . .E ( fu_ I > = A l O G 1 0 C A G S < I >.--:-l:---..,.....---:-----.-,..-,-,......--._,______. ______________ c..._-..;.__:...;,_~_,___- •. :-~:-: · • • ~ 
CJ •'. 
. .• ' •• ' 
. •'. ' ~ ,. . E (7, I>=£· f 6·, I> ~ .E C 6 , I) ·· 
•••.·• . ' ;:~. s. ·. ; . _. ~ .•• ;. • : 
.. E < 8 , I > = S QR T ( A G S < I > .> · __ .,.:..__., ... 
·.r1. E ( 9 , I ) ='t X P ( ~ A G S C I ) > 
. ·.,, .. 
---=1=-=0 0 E C 1 G_,__I >_ = 1 • 0 I A ; S_<-.c:;I;c__l~------'-------------~-.,--____,-,-~~------~.....:..... .  _ .. ~ C. SORT Tii'1E StJBFUNCT 1·0NS 'ACCORDIN.G :ro lNF'UT ·cooE · NUMtlER-S' ~ 
00 J.G1 K=1,NF 
_-a---~,r 
KK=KF CK> .. . I 




. . . 
\ 
. ( E<K,I>=t.(KK~I> 
101 CONTINU~ . .. 0 
---~-------,;..__.~--·------=------------------~ C ~·--~,,,'.\GE~~t.RATE VALUE.S OF STRESS SU3FUNCT·I·OMS .· 
.I . 
' . 
·-····--------··-V·--------··· -~---·· --· ~G ·-F.OR STANO-ARO V-A:l-lJ-E-S· ··OFC.·-·--r~tI·T I AL ST RESS 
-----.-· ----·'-'-". ------~------------'--'--'---~-
I •. • 
·-- . 
. . . u 1 0 2 D CJ'·· .. 1 (;"3 J = 1 , NS I G . 
. . H. ( 1'', .J > = 1 • 0 ~-
_· H C 2 , J',l = S I G C' J > . 
---~ H ( 3 , J > ~-S I G C J > 'J. S I G C .J > 
' ·--'-- . ·-------~-....,..--;..--,-----,.-.--.;....,...,._~~-----'--__;___...;....,.....;..__,__ 
\ 1 0 3 H ( 4 , J > = H t.3 , J l . ,;. S I G ( J > 
GO TO 15 0 ·",,., · 





h C SORT STR£-SS S,VBFUNCTIONS AC-.CQROING TO :I·N.OUT·· CODE . NUMBE·Rs· '. 
00 10 4 ··L = 1 , NG -'·.\ . 
. .. 
______ ._· _!·~L .. L= KG< L) _ . . . . .-_·; ._. ,, .. , 
• . ~ .. "- 1 · DO 1 0 4.,, j = 1e, NS I G . · 
, ... \ ····•· .. 
_; .Ttl,J)=H(LL,J) 
------'- ------ ·:-------------------~___:_..---.:....----;,... ___ :__;_--.---,.--
' · Ill+""- COf\JT I NUt. . 
· . .--'· "'C GN~ERA.TE FITTED VA.LUES• USING··~LINEAR, HYPER·soC]:c-
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.. I . 
.. --;' ~' , 
·-· 
_c OR EXPOf\fENTIAL FU~lCTI.ONS ·: 
, ,.-·· . .. -- .. - ---·· 
, ',·. . . ~126-· . p " ~- . . . 
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. 'ti; ! 
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• • .1 -~;~::··;·.~ .......... : ...... .; ........... '.__,_ ... . 
,_.,r.>: . 1 fr 5 · .. ·G~O 0T O . ( 1 G 6 , 1 0 8 , 1 i C f : N REG R . ·. , --i jj 6 '. '0 0 ~1 G-7-I = 1-~, NT 
-~---------........_._-_...........i;...;_.._---,-,.--,.--,,-..;..,,,..._...,..__ ___ .;..;;:...._---.;~ 
·-·-- -·~" 
. DO· 1'L7 J:=1, NSIG -·--·------... - ... -------------· 
----·----:---,....-:---:---;--...;,-~-;-:---......,......~-----~.........c.._.......~~-...:........._...;_..__...;....___;.;_~ SST (I, J) = 0 o O . 
. . 
. . 0 0 1 0 7 .K = 1 , ~~ F 
. 
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--·- ·-·- ----"-c.~----- ---.-- --::--;- -----
- ...... 
...A. ,·. ·. 
. .' .· -.... ·;· . . . . . 
· . · 1 0 Z ..S~l C I § • l l = E < K , T 1 \t. T I.L; · J l "" R-T ( K·, L l · + S S J·j I ; J > .. •. 0 ' -\ · •.• 
~:~·- .. ' .. . . ' ., ,.', 
' .·!· 
r; ·. ~ 
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. . . GO . -TO 11 2 
.- . .. .· ·~ -
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··109 SST <I,J> =T (L·,J> \tR-<.Ll ""-BA+SST ('I ,Jl 'II 
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.. Go. I 0 .. ~1,......1~2 ......... · -·-----~---_.;...--_,... ... ___._ ___ ~~-.-........ · -· .------. _ .._ .........__......... .......... 11.0 00 111 I=1,NT· 
. -~ . 8 A =·AG S < I l -'.t ~ F B 
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. . . . . • -
1, 'f SI~.,,., 10 X, 2 .A·10, I I> 
. .. 3 0 l FO Rl1 AT< 7 X , ~AGE~ , 5 ( g X, ~LOS s-v.) ,. / /) • 3 0 2 F OR i"1 A. T < F .1·0 • 1 , 6 F 1 3 , 3· > 
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·. ... . .. -. . . . . C . . . . .. . -----
• .-- • -- ' - • . + 
_, .. , 
---·----v• '*' .. • , ·•. CO~l1Q~REL A XB/ Si-R ( 8, 5 o__,_:;!) , R !;.$.( ~· 5 0 ,2 > , S TO< 8.,5Q >., ~F,,KF( 6 >, ·.··.· ·. · .·· .•. 
.. 
. . : _1 .,. N ,., , K \.7 ( 4 > -, G ( 4 , 8 > , A ( 2 4 , 2 4 > , B C 2 4 J . , R ( 2 4.) , RT < 6 , 4 > , N R t. GR , / · . · ·. ~ . ' . ~ .... ' 
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__ __,2NRE..~Q.U_T p_,.J:tS_T.!.N, NC.DEF_, t,.GM1ti.J A GMAX-, FAC I N.P, ML NSIG, NRE ,~. 
· 3 ·SU M , F 8 , N F U NC , K GU, f 8 9 4 ) , N G U C 8 ) 
____ ._..G.Q MM O_tll OU T / A G E ( 8 9 5 0 > ·, MA R < 8 , 5 o_,__2~-1 , NA ME < 8 > , F I N < 8 > _,. N S , N·R · 
CO t1 MO t'1 / H EA O / M MA' ( 2 ) , MM 8 C 2 > , M MC ( 1 0 > , MM O ( 4 > , M ,i E (. 2 > , M,M F { 2 ) , . 





00 103 I=1,MS 
.. 
-,;~r· 
~o·o 102 J=1,NR . . ~ . 
. . _ C GE'NERATE TIME SUBFUNC·TIONS USING, AClUAL---TiriE ~AR.GUMt.NTS 
~---,--·..:::...IF .......... u' GEJ_h"'J_..J: E. 0 -. 0 > . ·Go· TO. 1-.. 00 --_., 
F<1,I,J)=1.0 .. 
--------:.· .::...:..· F_..;:<--=2::-...1-,'--""l_, _ _J > = A G E <" I J ) 





•• .. !;--..: . _______ .... f___,,,(L--14.__,,,~J..., J > = A G_E__( I ,_J > ~ F < 3 , I i J,::._;:>'------~-----------------~-. ___,..._..,... -~ ----~----~------
.--.,.;---
·.:;~ .· 
F < 5 , I , J ) = F--( 3 , I , J l ::.. F < 3 , I , J ) 
____ ._F .! 6i..l-1-JJ_=-8_!-JLG 1 O QG_~ C I_,. ...... J_>-:..> __________________ _ 
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